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ABSTRACT
A series of Langmuir probe measurements have been made on the
plasma of a low pressure mercury arc in order to obtain information about
some of the fundamental processes in the plasma. It is shown that the
actual ionziation is many times larger than the direct ionization, and
that the effect of the electron drift velocity on the direct ionization is
negligible. The results of this research plus the limited information
available in the literature indicate that the metastable density is inde-
pendent of the electron density, and that the cumulative ionization is
a linear function of the electron density and not a quadratic one. The
effective cross-section for ionization of the 63 P states is calculated to
be at least 9. 0 times larger than that for the ground state. The mobility
of the electrons in the plasma was measured and it is found that the effective
cross-section for slow electrons in, the plasma is essentially constant with
an average value of 42 x 10-1 cm . The ambipolar diffusion coefficient
and the ambipolar mobility coefficient are determined as a function of
E/po for an active plasma. With the aid of a specially developed theory
for ion mobility and diffusion in a strong nonuniform electric field, the
mobility and longitudinal diffusion coefficients are calculated for Hg ions
in the plasma. The effective cross-section for Hg ions is found to
increase from 31 to 104 x 10-1 cm2 as the ion energy is increased from
0.44 to 1.37 electron volts. There is reasonable agreement with the
limited data of others. The theories and methods developed can be used
for the measurement of ion cross-section in other gases. A study is
made of the collection of positive ions by a negative probe for comparison
with theory. Several new experimental techniques are introduced. The
partial pressures of the residual gases in the arc were in the 10-8 to 10 - 7
mm Hg range and were measured while the arc was in operation in the
water bath. The probe potential was supplied by a specially designed
low impedance voltage source featuring a high degree of negative feedback.
A new method is developed to permit the change of probe work-function to
be directly recorded as a function of time, and may prove useful in
future experiments.
Thesis Supervisor: W. B. Nottingham
Professor of PhysicsTitle:
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I. Theory of Probe Measurements
A. Introduction
The theory of probe measurements of arc plasmas was first
developed by Langmuir and Mott-Smith (1 ' 2 3) and made possible the
(4, 5)determination of many of the fundamental properties of the plasma
The Langmuir probe method is very powerful because it yields the'
plasma potential Vp, the electron temperature T_, (for the range of
electron energies where the electron velocity distribution is Maxwell-
Boltzmann), and the electron density n. Because of the low potential
gradients existing in the plasma (of the order of 1 volt per centimeter)
the ion and electron densities are very closely equal in the plasma (to
within about 0. 001 per cent) and therefore the Langmuir probe measure-
ments will also yield the plasma ion densities n+.
The basic theory of the Langmuir probe method is as follows.
When the probe potential is slightly positive with respect to the plasma
potential, the current to the probe ip, is predominantly electron current
and is relatively independent of the probe potential. For a spherically
symmetric electron velocity distribution, the saturation electron current
density J_s, is equal to the random electron current density and is thus
proportional to the product of the electron density n_, and the average
electron velocity <v_>. As the probe potential is made negative with
respect to the plasma potential, the electron current to the probe is
reduced because of the retarding field acting on the electrons, and
the ion current is increased until the probe current is predominantly
ion current and is again relatively independent of the probe potential.
The electron current i_, is found from the probe current ip, and the
extrapolated ion current and is used to determine the eectron tem-2
extrapolated ion current i, and is used to determine the electron tem-
perature and the electron density. For the case where the electron
velocity distribution is Maxwell-Boltzmann (M-B), a plot of log1 0 i vs
the collector potential Vc , will be linear with a slope dlog1 0 i_/dVc
equal to 2.303 q/kT where q/k is the ratio of the electron charge to
Boltzmann's constant and is equal to 11, 606 degrees absolute per volt.
The plasma potential Vp, is usually taken as the intersection (on the
semilogarithmic plot) of the saturation electron current extrapolation
and the extrapolation of the linear part of the retarding potential plot.
The average electron velocity (v_> found from the electron temperature
is used to calculate the electron density.
J 1~ R~.lll~lr'('Crr cant rhi 7 t'r m nlanm' ~mn.r rearding nrtihp
A useful expression will be given for the electron current
density J_, to a retarding planar probe for a -common class of distri-
bution functions. In general:
/ E7 2 ,of (I)
where J_ is the electron current density in the+x direction (charge per
unit area per unit time), vx is the electron velocity in the x direction,
and f() is the density of electrons in phase space. The velocity v is
defined by: m (v )2/2 qV where m and q are the electron mass
and charge, and V(V > 0) is the retarding potential of the probe with
respect to the plasma. This expression states that only electrons with
velocities in the +x direction that are larger than v will be able to
overcome the retarding potential and be collected. For the case of a
spherically symmetric velocity distribution function (or for the leading
I
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spherically symmetric term of the spherical harmonic expansion in
2 2 2 2 2 2velocity space), f(1) =, fo (v) where v v + v + v V , and
the multiple integral may be reduced by change of variable and inte-
gration by parts to the relatively simple expression:
rin i-2)
When there is no retarding field, then vo X 0, and the saturation
or random current density for an arbitrary spherically symmetric dis-
tribution function is thus shown to be:
1 = > (I-3)
where-ra /Iv i t vocCiV4 a7cr-rd- ravr thc, Ai+Y-i1iivrhnl fvnct+irn Th 
distribution function averaging operator is defined by:
(A> 
-- / A / " (I-4)
If the distribution function is of the general form f(v) x A exp(-B vS),
the integral may be expressed in closed form in terms of incomplete
gamma functions. There are, however, two important distribution
functions, the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (s 2), and the
Druyvesteyn distribution ( 6 ' 7 8) (s , 4), which yield values of J_ that
can be expressed in terms of exponential functions and error functions.
K
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C. Probe current for the case of a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
and for a Druy:vesteyn distribution
A M-B distribution function:
-; M irP k r,-, e ·~ s (I-5)
gives the following result for the current density to the probe:
= x (I-6)
where the constant (8q/rm_) 1 / is equal to 6.693 x 105 (meters/second)/
(electron volt)1 2 Thus a measurement of the current to the probe and
the saturation electron current density, plus the value of the electron
temperature obtained from the slope of the retarding potential plot will
permitthe determination of n. The M-B distribution is the one which
results when the electron-electron interactions are predominant and
when the effect of the field, gas atoms, ions, and boundaries can be
neglected.
On the other hand, the Druyvesteyn distribution (6 ' 7, 8) is the
leading term of the solution (in spherical harmonic form in velocity
space) of the Boltzmann transport equation, and corresponds physically
to the following assumptions: 1. electrons move under the influence
of the field in the gas; 2. electron-electron and electron-ion inter-
actions are negligible in comparison with the electron-gas interactions;
3. electron-gas collisions are elastic; 4. gas temperature is low com-
pared to the electron temperature; 5. electron mean free path is
independent of electron velocity (hard sphere model for gas atoms).
Some of these assumptions are of course subject to question: inelastic
collisions occur;for high energy electrons, and the electron cross-
section in Hg is quite velocity dependent for the faster electrons. In
addition, since the electron-electron interactions for slow electrons
(9)are much stronger than for fast electrons ( , it is expected that the
slow electrons will tend toward a M-B distribution. The theoretical
normalized retarding potential plot for the D-D (Fig. VI-1) will show
the extreme case when the processes leading to a D-D are predominant.
The D-D is given by:
-I
-(4'k ) (-7
where '(k) is the complete gamma function, n_ is the electron density
in configuration space, and vrms is the root-mean-square velocity
corresponding to the average energy of the distribution function. It
should be noted that the number of high energy electrons drop off much
faster for the D-D than for the M-B distribution.
The probe current density corresponding to the D-D is given in
normalized form by:
- = exy (-7 ) .(i) yit e f ; (1-8)
where y I[(5/4)/ r'(3/4)] V/V-X 0.7397 V/V, V is the average
energy of the D-D in electron volts, V is the retarding potential, and
et -ch { .rr = -* X()¢ e (-9)
f (1-)- (I-7)
i
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The ratio of saturation current for the D-D to the saturation current
!d ~for the M-B distribution of the same electron density and same average
energy is equal to 1. 030. For the purpose of comparison with each
other and with experiment, normalized probe curves for both distri-
butions are given in Fig. VI-1.
D. Method for the direct determination of the distribution function
from probe measurements
It was shown by Druyvesteyn( ) ( and earlier by Mott-Smith
and Langmuir (3 ) for a spherical collector) that there is a simple
relationship between the distribution function f(v), and the second
derivative (with respect to the retarding potential V) of the electron
current to a retarding planar, cylindrical or spherical probe. This
relationship can be obtained from Eq. I-2 by double differentiation
with respect to the potential V which is implicitly contained in the
definition of vo . The result is:
Numerical or graphical different (I-ll)of the J vs V data will yield
Numerical or graphical differentiation of the J vs V data will yield
very 'inaccurate results because the process of differentiation will
magnify the relative effects of any small errors or fluctuations, and
a second differentiation will further increase the uncertainty. The
Ii
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use of more than three points in the determination of d J /dV will
reduce the error but not appreciably. Medicus has recently developed
a convenient graphical method for determining the distribution function
from very accurate probe data but his method does not prevent an amplified
error in the second derivative. Direct measurement of the second deri-
vative is possible through the use of harmonic analysis but it is necessary
to separate electrically the electron current from the ion current it' the
high energy electrons are of interest. The theory of the determination of
the distribution function through harmonic analysis will be developed in
Chapter VI along with a discussion of the limitations of the various
4i. methods plus suggestions for an improved method. In the present
Ii research. the distribution function was not measured.
.s
E. Utilization of the probe measurements
The basic data obtained from the probe measurements consist,
in part, of a set of electron densities, electron temperatures, plasma
potentials, and probe currents for each probe at a givern value of bath
temperature Tb, and arc current Iz . This data will yield the average
electron density n_, (averaged over a cross-section of the cylindrical
plasma) provided that a reasonable representation can be assumed for
the radial electron density distribution. The basic data will also give
the axial potential gradient E, and the total ionization per unit volume.
This total ionization can be compared with the computed direct ionization
to demonstrate that the total ionization is much larger than the direct
ionization component. Information can be obtained about the dependence
of the total ionization upon the electron temperature and the electron
dens ity.
I
i
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The electron and ion mobilities will also be calculated in
Chapter V. Knowledge of the axial current density J, and the axial
potential gradient Ez, plus the average electron density will yield the
values of the electron mobility p,,as a function of the discharge para-
meters and will also give the equivalent cross-section for scattering
of slow electrons in mercury. If the requirements for ambipolar dif-
fusion are assumed to be approximately satisfied, the ambipolar dif-
fusion coefficient Da, can also be calculated.
If the radial electron density distribution canlb.eassumed
accurately enough, the radial density gradient at the plasma edge can
be calculated from the measured electron density at the center n_01
and from the measured electron density at the plasma edge nw
The radial potential gradient Er , can then be calculated from the
electron temperature and the Boltzmann density distribution law
relating the potential and the density. This value: of Er in conjunction
with the ion density and the ion current to the wall at floating potential
will give information about the motion of ions in the plasma. A simple
model for ion flow in strong electric fields will permit the calculation
of the ion mobility and the diffusion coefficient.
From the measured retarding potential plots, information can
be obtained about a dimensionless form of the retarding potential
plots. The mechanism of ion collection by a negative probe will also
be investigated.
Chapter II will describe the experimental conditions and the pre-
cautions used in making the measurements. Chapter III will present the
basic results and will show some of the corrections necessary before the
arc parameters are specified.
II. Apparatus and Measuring Technique
A. Discharge tube and water bath
The probe measurements were made in the plasma of a low pressure
m ercury arc in a pyrex envelope. An auxiliary arc (with a current Iv of about
5 aips) was produced between a mercury pool cathode and a vertical anode.
The main arc in the horizontal side arm (which carried a current Iz of about
5 amps) supplied the plasma to be measured. The use of the side arm helped
to isolate the plasma from the effects of the jets of mercury vapor given off
by the cathode spot and from the high energy electrons produced by the potential
drop across the cathode sheath. The anodes are hollow nickel cylindrical cans
rnlnvi-fian rn A(3 wnil tirjnc-afn r i i+h thy ann onfa frinrn t'wirmvela thy nlayma
Hollow anodes were used Instead of disk anodes to minimize the effects of fluctu-
ating anode spots. The horizontal arm consisted of a pyrex cylinder of 5.5 cm
inside diameter with a wall thickness of 0. 24 cm. The horizontal plasma was
about 38 cm long. Figure -la shows the discharge tube in more detail.
The mercury vapor pressure was controlled through immersion of the
complete discharge tube in a constant temperature water bath. The mercury
pressure in the arc is thus the vapor pressure of clean mercury at this bath
temperature with a small correction of 1 to 2 degrees C because of the thermal
drop in the pyrex wall. The bath temperature was varied from 25. 10 C to 62.60C
to within 0. 1C which corresponds to a vapor pressure uncertainty of about
0.8 per cent. This control was obtained through the use of copper cooling coils
with circulating cold water, plus a mercury thremoregulator controlling
immersion heaters totaling 2 kilowatts. Two stirrers were used to
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keep the water in strong motion so as to reduce thermal gradients and
to keep the bath temperature uniform. More information about the tube
and bath is available in Fig. II-1.
B. Auxiliary equipment used to monitor and measure low residual
gas pressures
A novel feature which was added to the usual discharge tube was
a re-entrant liquid air trap in series with a Bayard-Alpert ( 12 ) type
ionization gauge, and an "evaporated metal" getter tube. The liquid
air trap permitted the mercury vapor component to be frozen out so
that the ionization gauge could measure the partial pressure of the
non-condensable residual gases while the discharge tube was on the
vacuum system and also while the discharge tube was in operation in
the water bath. In addition, the liquid air trap served to "pump" any
condensable gases in the arc and thus helped to improve the vacuum.
The tubulation connecting the trap and the tube was built with two slight
constrictions, one before and one after a well designed to contain some
mercury. This supply of mercury between the tube and the trap served
to reduce the mercury pumping action of the trap. Unfortunately, the
liquid air trap needed refilling about every four hours and even more
frequently if a virtual leak was to be avoided. A re-entrant liquid air
trap was necessary in order to prevent the trap from filling with
mercury. The bottom of the trap was connected to the discharge tube
so that the consensed mercury could return by gravity flow to the main
tube whenever the trap was allowed to warm up. The liquid air was
introduced at least 6 hours. before measurements were made.
ii.
A specially designed ionization gauge control circuit (M.I. T.
Research Laboratory of Electronics drawings number D-1607-1,
A-1608-1 and A-1609-1) was used with the ionization gauge to measure
the residual gas pressure and to display it on a 1 milliampere chart
recorder. This procedure made the history of the background pressure
available to aid in the vacuum processing of the tube and also per-
mitted the anticipation of a virtual leak due to the lowering of the
liquid air level. An overpressure protector was used to prevent the
burnout of the ionization gauge filaments as a result of the loss of
liquid air.
The getter tube contained 10 mil filaments of Mo, Ta, and W
which were used to evaporate clean metal surfaces on the pyrex walls
for the absorption of contaminating gases. The evaporation filaments
were operated with current pulses of about 1 second duration every
6 seconds in order to reduce the heating of the filament supports and
the consequent evolution of unwanted gas. The ionization gauge
cleanup helped to remove residual gases in addition to the cleanup
of the discharge tube itself.
As a result of all these inovations and precautions, it was possible
to make measurements in a mercury plasma with a known residual gas
pressure ranging from about 4 x 10- 8 mm Hg to 4 x 10-7 mm Hg
(nitrogen equivalent). If better vacuum is desired in future experiments,
it is suggested that a vacuum system be connected to the discharge tube
while it is in the water bath.
C. Probes
Five probes were built into the discharge tube: two tungsten
wire probes and three tantalum planar probes. The wire probes
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consisted of 29 mil diameter W wire with glass tubing shielding all but
0.98 cm. They were mounted in the center of the horizontal cylinder
with a 10 cm separation in the axial direction and with the probe axis
coincident with a diameter of the cylinder. Since the radial potential
and charge density gradients are small at the center of the discharge
tube,. the wire probes were in a uniform region. An alternate way of
positioning the wire probes would be to mount them with their axis
coincident with the cylinder axis. In this way, the effect of the axial
drift electron current would be reduced, but the effect of the axial
potential gradient (which is about 0.3 volts/cm) would result in
rounding of the retarding potential plot near plasma potential and
would cause considerable uncertainty in the measured axial potential
gradient.
The disk probe consisted of a disk of 3 mil tantalum sheet about
4 mm diameter, mounted on 30 mil tungsten wire with a glass shield
around the wire to limit the collection area to both sides of the disk
only. In order to eliminate the effects of axial and radial drift currents,
the plane of the disk is located in a plane defined by the cylinder axis
and a diameter. The center of the disk is located about 6 mm in from
the inner wall of the tube.
The center probe is somewhat more complicated and is illustrated
in Fig. II-2. It was mounted in the center of the cylinder with its plane
located in the plane determined by the cylinder axis and a diameter.
This probe was originally designed and constructed to permit the ion
and electron components of the probe current to be separately measured,
and consists of three concentric cylinders of 3 mil Ta sheet, plus a
30 mil vW wire mounted axially. The outermost cylinder acts as a
13.
shield while the next innermost cylinder supports a disk of about 4 mm
diameter with a 23 mil hole punched in it. The next smallest cylinder
and the W wire are situated within these two cylinders and are designed
to permit a transverse electric field to separate the ions and electrons
passing through the hole in the disk face. The alignment of the con-
centric cylinders was somewhat of a problem because of the small
radial separations (about 25 mils) and because the clearance of the
two innermost cylinders could not be checked visually. This problem
was solved by using aluminum foil spacers to maintain the required
clearance during assembly and then disolving the aluminum out with
hydrochloric acid.
Maintenance of this separation was more difficult because the
large length of the cylinders made it possible for a small angular
displacement of about 1 degree at the press to cause a short circuit.
Unfortunately a short circuit did occur between the wire and the next
cylinder after the tube had been processed and was in operation in
the water bath. Such a possibility had been anticipated, however, and
therefore the probe was designed to permit its use as a regular planar
probe in spite of such a short circuit..
The wall probe is the same as the center probe except that the
two innermost elements were not included, and the probe is mounted
with its face flush with the tube wall. The cylinders were made on
the same mandrils and the face disks were punched with the same
jewelers punch.
The Ta probe elements were cleaned and degassed in the
usual ways and then were preoutgassed by electron bombardment with
il
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1,000 volt electrons until the pressure was 10- 9 mm Hg. They were
then sealed off under vacuum to keep them gas free until just before
assembly. The areas of the probes are listed below for reference.
Probe Area
wire probes 0.227 cm2
disk probe (both faces) 0.280 cm 2
center face probe 0. 137 cm
wall face probe 0. 137 cm2
D. Vacuum Processing
After the pyrex envelope was cleaned and the probes were
sealed in, the discharge tube was sealed on the vacuum system along
with two mercury stills. The tube and the smaller still were baked
at 4500°C while the larger still outside the oven and its charge of
triple distilled clean mercury were torched out. Mercury from the
outer still was then distilled over into the smaller still and the outer
still was then sealed off. Some mercury from the inner still was then
distilled over into the discharge tube and the arc was started with a
high voltage sparker.
The anodes were operated at overload currents until the anodes
were red hot. The probe elements were heated white hot by electron
ULVI ALIJIJ LUAIJIllL LJy tUillI.. I ICiL L.;.JI1 lJ. iC1 AUL W.L U II-L I.LI. .JL.I .LbLLI
resistors to a high voltage, high current dc line. The ionization gauge
elements were again outgassed by electron bombardment, and the
evaporation filaments were again outgassed and slightly evaporated.
This outgassing procedure was repeated several times until the
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pressure with the arc in operation was in the 10 mm Hg range as
measured with the ionization gauge. The glass sealoff constriction
was preoutgassed and softened in preparation for sealoff of the
discharge tube. After sealoff and after some pulsed operation of
the evaporation getter filaments, the'residual pressure was about
-710 mm Hg with the arc in normal operation. Continued operation
of the arc and the ionization gauge resulted in slow cleanup of the
residual gases and reduced the pressure to as low as 4 x 108 mm,
although subsequent electron bombardment of the tantalum probes
resulted in temporary increases of pressure to about 4 x 107 mm.
This evolution of gas was somewhat unavoidable since the press leads
and part of the probe cylinders could only be slightly outgassed by
heat conduction from parts of the probe that are subject to electron
bombardment.
E. Voltage source for retarding potential measurements
A novel and convenient source of retarding potential was
designed and used. The principle of operation is illustrated in
Fig. II-3. The desired retarding potential (with respect to the hori-
zontal anode) was selected by a Leeds and Northrup voltage divider
(accurate to 0. 1 per cent) from a stabilized set of batteries. This
selected retarding potential (plus a feedback voltage derived from
the Drobe otential) was fd into the rid circuit of a speciallv
designed high gain battery operated dc amplifier with a drift of less
than 0. 1 millivolt per hour. The output of the amplifier drives a
cathode follower (composed of four 6AS7's in parallel) which supplies
the probe potential at a current of up to one ampere. As a result of
1-.
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be within 0. 01 per cent + 3 millivolts of the retarding potential
selected on the voltage divider, and the output impedance of the cathode
follower will be less than approximately 5 milliohms. A small
correction, however, must be made for the voltage drop across the
probe current meter.
F. Measuring technique and electron bombardment of the probe
In order to avoid the contact potential changes associated with
a contaminated probe surface( 14, the probe was cleaned
before each current reading (or at least made reproducibly dirty)
by heating it by electron bombardment before each reading. An
electronic timer was used to make the bombardment operation semi-
automatic and reproducible in time, and a series resistor and a high
voltage source provided in effect a constant current source for the
bombardment current.
The time for each probe current measurement was about 15
seconds. This included bombarding the probe for 5 seconds (mean-
while changing the retarding potential to the next value), reading the
probe current meter two seconds after the probe current was auto-
matically switched into the measuring circuit, recording the data
and comparing the probe current with check points to insure that the
arc had not drifted.
The bombardment current drawn by the probe was about 10
per cent (or less) of the horizontal arc current I
.
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bombardment current drain, the probe can be constructed in wire or
hairpin form to permit probe cleaning by the passage of external
heating current pulses. There is no doubt about the need for cleaning
the probe surface reproducibly before each current reading if accurate
results are desired.
G. Change of probe work-function
An interesting method was developed to permit the change of
probe work-function to be directly recorded to within a few millivolts.
A value of electron probe current was selected (usually slightly more
than the ion current at floating potential), and this current was supplied
by a constant current source (usually the ion current). A specially
designed low drift high impedance recording dc millivoltmeter was
connected between the probe and a very stable low impedance voltage
supply which was set to the probe potential. In this way, the recording
millivoltmeter acted as an expanded scale voltmeter. Since the
dynamic impedance of the electron current source was quite low
( (/./,. - I'-/~, o a re, ) compared to the input impedance of
the millivoltmeter, the change of work-function appeared across the
millivoltmeter to within a few millivolts.
The probe surface was cleaned by electron bombardment and
the change of contact potential was recorded as a function of time.
A typical plot is given in Fig. II-4 for both 'W and Ta probes. The
probes of the same material have the same behavior indicating that
the change of contact potential is largely determined by the probe
material. The non-monotonic behavior of the change of work-
function can be ascribed to the presence of the residual gases in
Tantalum probe
Change Z of work function vs.
Time after probe begins to cool
Tungsten probe
2.12 x 10 - 3 mm Hg pressure
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Time (minutes)
I
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addition to the mercury on the probe surface.
Since mercury is electropositive, it should reduce the work-
function of a clean metal surface although it is questionable how it
would effect the; work-function of a dirty surface. Various gases will
influence different surfaces in different ways. Typical values of
reported work-function changes are given below.
Surface Gas Change (volts) Source
W oxygen + 1.70 (17)
+ 1.20 (18)
nitrogen - 0.35 (18)
hydrogen - 0.85 (18)
Ta oxygen increase (19)
hydrogen decrease (19)
Ag oxygen + 1.0, + 1.4 (18)
nitrogen - 0.1, - 0.2 (18)
hydrogen - 0.3 (18)
Pt oxygen 1.19 (20)
hydrogen - 1.15 (20)
i 
For the case of the tungsten probes in this experiment, the
initial increase is probably related to the absorption of oxygen (or
other electronegative gas), while the later increase can be explained
as the formation of mercury on the dirty tungsten surface. Apparently
it takes longer for the mercury to deposit in spite of the much larger
concentration because of the thermal time lag of the cooling probe
and the strong dependence of the mercury condensation upon the
probe temperature. Heating the same tungsten probe hotter or for
a longer time makes the decreasing part occur slightly later,
indicating that it is related to the cooling of the probe structure.
i
i
i
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In addition, the decrease in the work-function can be drastically hastened
by operating the probe an additional 10 volts negative with respect to the
plasma (for about 10 seconds), thus increasing the energy of the bom-
barding mercury ions and thereby increasing the number of mercury
atoms sticking to the probe. In addition, if the probe was not heated very
hot, only the later, decreasing part of the work-function change was
observed. These factors demonstrate that the decrease in work-function
is related to the presence of mercury on the probe.
The tungsten probe temperature was over 2400 K, as calculated
from equilibrium between electron bombardment energy input, thermal
conduction loss, and radiated energy loss, and also as calculated from
the observed electron emission from the hot probe. As a result of this
high temperature, the W probe surface can be assumed to be quite clean
just after bombardment.
Since the probe current determines the probe temperature and
therefore the amount of mercury on the probe surface, it can be seen
that the decreasing part of the change of work-function will not be
observed at the higher probe currents. On the other hand, if the residual
gas pressure is high enough (in other experiments), the recontamination
by the residual gases will not be observable particularly if it follows
closely the cooling of the probe. For this experiment, the W probes were
heated hot enough to insure clean surfaces. In addition, direct measure-
ment showed that the residual gas pressure was about 10- 7 mm Hg, and
the time calculated for the formation of a monolayer of oxygen at this
pressure was about 40 seconds. As a result of the clean probe and low
residual gas pressure, it was possible to observe changes of work-function
2
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that are norL-monotonic.
Two other experimenters who report the use of electron bom-
(15) (14)barded probes for plasma measurements were Howe(15) and Easley
but unfortunately they do not agree on the sign of the change of work-
function (by mercury) and they do not specify the experimental conditions
well enough to resolve the difference without some assumptions about
their experiment. Howe used probes of unspecified material (either
W or Ta) in a mercury arc and observed a monotonic decrease in work-
function, while Easley used W probes in mercury-argon and mercury-
krypton mixtures and observed an increase in work-function (a decrease
in probe current) of several tenths of a volt. If it is assumed that the
data given by Howe for the change of work-function is for a W probe,
then it can be seen that Howe's data is just a limiting case of the results
of this experiment and corresponds to either high residual gas pressure,
or to a probe that was not heated enough. For the case of Easley, since
her value of the difference of work-function is taken from the shift of the
retarding potential plots for measurements taken with clean and dirty
probes, and since the "body" of the "dirty probe" curve corresponds
physically to large electron currents and to a hot probe, there will be
little mercury on the surface and the uncompensated electronegative
gases on the probe surface will give a larger work-function for the
dirty probe than for the bombarded probe. It should be noted, however,
that the dirt on the probe is not mercury. With this interpretation,
Easley's results are in agreement with the present results and with
Howe's results.
The behavior of the Ta work-function is somewhat different but
21.
can be understood if it is realized that it is quite difficult to clean Ta
surfaces. It seems that hot Ta dissolves or absorbs the surface layer
which reappears upon cooling( . Apparently the electropositive com-
ponents appear on the surface first and reduce the work-function until
the oxygen overcomes this effect and produces a net increase in work-
function. When the dirty Ta probe is operated about 10 volts negative
with respect to the floating potential for about 10 seconds, it is observed
that the work-function decreases considerably. Apparently mercury
atoms on the surface of a dirty probe will not reduce the work-function
appreciably but when mercury ions are driven into the probe to penetrate
the surface layers they will reduce the work-function.
It is suggested that this combination of a high impedance,
expanded scale recording millivoltmeter and a constant current source
be used in future experiments to investigate changes of work-function.
In any event, the measurements of the change of work-function
of W and Ta that were made with the aid of the recording millivoltmeter,
and with a triggered sweep oscilloscope (Dumont 304-H) and a recording
camera (for time in the millisecond range), plus the direct knowledge of
the low residual pressure, make it evident that whatever the detailed
mechanism of the change of work-function, accurate measurements may
be made (under the conditions of this research) if the probe currents are.
read within a few seconds of the time that the probe is cleaned by electron
bombardment. Clean probes are not really necessary, but probes with
reproducible work-functions are required. If the electrons have a
characteristic temperature of about 1 electron volt, and if one per cent
accuracy in electron current is required, it can be seen that a change
4.
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of 10 millivolts in probe work-function can be tolerated. Rapid reading
of the probe current reduced the drift, and in addition, the readings were
always made after a constant short time interval so that the error due to
drift of probe potential is a second order effect. This technique was
developed because such exotic equipment as a high speed electronic
recorder was not available. Wehner and Medicus (16 ) used an x-y plotter
to quickly take the retarding potential plot within 2 or 3 seconds after the
probe was cleaned by bombardment. This high speed technique also
improves the apparent stability of the arc because it has less chance to
change in such a short time interval.
H. Stability of the arc and the reproducibility of the measurements
The state of the arc is primarily determined by two externally
controlled parameters. The water bath temperature determines the
vapor pressure of the mercury (with allowance for the small thermal
drop in the tube wall), and the arc current determines the power input.
For a given tube of a given geometry and gas composition, the internal
quantities are uniquely determined by these two parameters. Regulation
of the vapor pressure was satisfactory since the bath temperature was
stable to + 0. 10 C which corresponds to an uncertainty of 0.8 per cent
in the vapor pressure for bath temperatures above 200 C. The situation
was somewhat more difficult for the arc current since it required a
constant current source of up to 10 amperes for both anodes, and this
made it necessary to use a 220 volt dc line which was not as stable as
desired because of the varying load placed upon it by other users.
Since the majority of the arc current fluctuations was about
1 per cent with occasional ones of up to 5 per cent, a special technique
was developed to eliminate the effects of these large changes. Measure-
ments were made in the late evening and early morning (between 12 a.m.
and 6 a.m. ) when the laboratory was deserted. Precautions were taken
so that if a large change of arc conditions occurred it would be detected
without the loss of more than 5 measurements. This was done by first
taking (for each probe characteristic) a sequence of probe measurements
at one volt intervals, progressing toward a more negative probe. This
sequence of measurements was then repeated with an interval of 0.2 volts
(less dense in the saturation region) and was compared with the previous
sequence to check the stability at every fifth measurement. In this way,
a total of 5, 159 points were obtained of which 25 per cent were check
points with an average magnitude of deviation of 0.7 per cent for these
points.
An additional factor which contributed to the arc instability was
the erratic motion of the cathode spot which raced about the surface of
the mercury pool. This spot could have been made stationary by a
short section of tungsten rod extending above the surface of the cathode
pool. There was a deplorable tendency for the arc to go out probably
because of short transients in the dc line. Since the arc had to be
reignited with a high voltage sparker, it was necessary to drain the
water tank, start the arc, fill the water tank and re-establish the bath
temperature and the arc stability. This process involved about 4 hours
and was a great inconvenience. It is suggested that in future experiments
of this kind, an auxiliary filament be built into the discharge tube near the
I
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mercury cathode to provide a short burst of electron emission for the
re-ignition of the arc without the need to drain the tank. In addition,
the use of electronic regulators for the dc line is indicated.
I1
III. Basic Experimenetal Data
A. Retaring potential plots
The fundamental data obtained from the experiments takes the
forr:- of probe current ip, a a function of probe potential Vc. For
probe potentials above the plasma potential, an electron sheath forms
about the probe, andi the probe current saturates at a value equal to
the randor, electron current. As the probe potential is reduced below
the plasma the electron sheath is replaced by an ion sheath, and the
electron current decreases while the ion current increases. At the
floating potential (about 4. to 9.7 volts negative with respect to the
plasma potential) the electron and ion currents are equal and result
in a zero probe current. Below the floating potential the probe current
is predominantly ion current and is almost independent of the probe
potential.
In order to determine the electron current component of the
pro-e current, it is necessary to determine the ion current cormponent
and use it to correct the total probe current. In the ion current saturation
range the probe current does not vary strongly with probe voltage, (about
i per cent per volt) anca when plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale
(logi0 ip vs V prbe) can be linearly extrapolated to give the ion current
correction. Since the saturation ion current is about 0.2 to 0.3 per cent
of the saturation electron current, this correction is not large relatively
except near the floating potential where the extrapolation itself is more
valid.
A more satisfactory way of etermining the electron current
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component is to use special probes designed to separate directly the
electron and ion components. This has been done by others (2 2 ' 23) for
other gases and would have been possible in this experiment except for
the shorting of the internal cylinders of the multiple center probe.. In
any event, the determination of the electron temperature, electron density,
and plasma potential is dependent upon the body of the electron energy
distribution and is relatively independent of the details of the high energy
tail.
B. Determination of the electron temperature, electron density and
plasma potential
After the electron current is plotted in the form log1 0 i vs
the probe potential Vc, the resulting retarding potential characteristic
is used to determine the electron temperature, the electron density,
and the plasma potential. Typical plots are given in Figs. III-1 through
III-21. The relation between the electron current density J and the
probe potential Vc for a M-B distribution is given by:
.T j S *) Cur (fz; (--1)
For Vp > Vc the electron temperaturekT_/qin electron volts is obtained
from the slope of the semi-logarithmic plot and from the relation:
j., J 5~ _ (111, r--2)
This value of kT_/q for each probe characteristic was obtained from an
average of several determinations on a 5 cycle semi-logarithmic plot
and from several determinations on a 2 cycle semi-log plot, in order to
reduce the error introduced by plotting and slope measurements. In this
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way, the areement between successive determinations of electron tem-
Derature from the same data was about 1 Per cent. In the calculation of
the electron density, any uncertainty in the electron temperature is
reduced by a factor of two since only the square root of the electron tem-
perature is involved. To reduce the accumulated error ue to rounding
off figures, four significant figures were retained through all calculations.
The latest values( 2 4) of the basic physical constants were used in the
calculations.
The value of the saturation electron current Is corresponding
to the random electron current is obtained from the intersection of the
extrapolated straight line characteristics of the retarded electron current
and the saturated electron current. This intersection noint is also used
to determine the plasma potential. Again, repeated graphical determinations
are used to reduce plotting error. The electron density s calulated -
from:
.__- - (III-3)/k - &-)
where the average electron velocity ( v_ > for a M-B distribution is given
by: (v_) 6.693 x 105 (kT /q)1 / 2 meters/second. The depletion of
the high energy electron is not significant in the determination of the
electron density since the various retarding potential plots have a
depletion potential + (Vp - Vd) (with respect to the plasma potential) that
is approximately related to the electron temperature by: + (Vp- Vd) = 3.39kT_/q
which corresponds to an electron current of 3.4 per cent of the saturation
current at the depletion potential thus indicating that the correction can
be at the most this value of 3.4 per cent since this corresponds to a
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depletion of high energy electrons and not a complete absence of them.
The values of the electron temperature thus obtained are listed
in Table I along with the electron density and plasma potentials. There
are no significant systematic variations of the electron temperature
with probe position, probe geometry or probe material, and therefore
the average of the various electron temperatures for a given set (constant
bath temperature and arc current) is used to give a characteristic electron
temperature for the plasma. (See.Table II. ) The uncertainty of the
mean electron temperature averaged over the 9 sets is 1. 8 per cent and
probably corresponds to the instability of the arc, bath temperature, and
arc currents. The uniformity of the electron temperature for the low
pressure arc is in agreement with the findings of Killian( 5 ). The average
electron density at the axis of the plasma cylinder no, is obtained from
the average of the density measurements by the wire probes and the
center plane probe. The small average uncertainty in n_0 (1. 5 per cent
on the average for the 9 sets) demonstrates the small axial charge density
gradient and indicates that the charge density measurements are quite
reliable.
Plasma potentials are not necessarily as accurate because of
the uncertainty of the probe work-function due to the presence of surface
gases. The tungsten probe measurements are more reliable, however,
since the W probes were heated quite hot and made relatively clean.
In addition, the axial potential gradient is obtained from differences of
plasma potentials for the similar tungsten probes and therefore any
systematic error in the tungsten work-function tends to cancel leaving
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ronly second order errors. In several cases where wire probe measure-
ments were repeated, the calculated values of the axial gradient are in
agreement to an average of 1 per cent. The values of E z are given in
Table II. The potentials listed in Table I show that if the floating potentials
Vf are used to calculate Ez rather than the plasma potentials Vp, there
may be an error of up to a factor of 2 at the lower pressures. This
difference occurs because the slight differences in the retarding potential
plots for the wire probes become more important at the lower pressures
where kT /q is larger.
C. Mercury vapor pressure and density
The density of mercury atoms in the plasma is an important
parameter in the determination of the plasma processes. Mercury vapor
pressure may be calculated as a function of the temperature of the inner
glass wall provided that the discharge tube is submerged so that some
mercury condenses on the wall to provide local equilibrium between the
mercury and the mercury vapor. The need to submerge the whole dis-
charge tube and not only the cathode pool area may be demonstrated by
slowly raising the water level in the bath. When the water level reaches
the horizontal arm, a drastic change in probe characteristic indicates
a strong dependence of pressure upon the submersion of the tube.
The mercury vapor pressure is predominantly controlled by
the water bath temperature Tb, but there is a correction of about 10 to
20 per cent in pressure corresponding to the temperature drop AT, in
the pyrex wall, due to the conduction of heat outward to the water bath.
The electrical energy input to the plasma can be calculated from the
arc current Iz and the axial potential gradient Ez . It is assumed that
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with the exception of a small fraction of this input which passes through
the pyrex wall as electromagnetic radiation, this input energy must be
removed by thermal conduction. From the tube geometry, the tem-
perature drop-AT, in the wall is given by:
,6o- 7 -f A /r,) (111-4)
where IzEz is the electrical power input per unit length, r 2 /rl is the
ratio of outer tube radius to inner radius, and the thermal conductivity
for Pyrex (chemical glass No. 7740) is given by: K = 0. 0027 calories/
sec x cmrr x C. For the experimental tube used where the inner radius
is 2.75 cm and the wall thickness is 0.24 cm, the temperature correction
is:
where AT is in degrees C, Ez is in volts/cm, and Iz is in amperes.
The significant values are given in Table II.
Very accurate data for the vapor pressure of mercury as a
function of temperature are available in the International Critical
(25)Tables , and in slightly abbreviated form in recent editions of the
(26)Handbook of Chemistry and Physics . The following empirical
expression was calculated (using least squares) to describe the dependence
of the vapor pressure p, on the temperature T°K for the range between
00 C and 1000 C:
j, 7 (III-6)
This simple expression has an average magnitude of error of only 0.4
per cent with a maximum error of 1.2 per cent occurring at 0°C, but in
order not to introduce an avoidable error, this expression was used to
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interpolate betweein the tabulated values rather than for direct calcuation.
From this expression it can be seen that an uncertainty of 0. 1°0C in the
temperature corresponds to an error of less than 1 per cent in pressure
for temperatures above 10iC.
What is really significant in the plasma is the mercury density
rather than the vapor pressure. The perfect gas law (P = nkT), can be
used to calculate the gas density ng, from the vapor temperature Tg,
and the vapor pressure p. In particular, one can calculate the reduced
pressure po, which corresponds to the pressure for this same density
at OOC:
P- 7.3. ~ (III-7)
The reduced pressure is really only a unit of density with 3.536 x 1016
3
molecules/cm3 equal to 1 mm Hg of reduced pressure. Calculated values
of pressure, reduced pressure, and gas density are listed in Table II.
The mercury vapor temperature - Tg, is assumed to be the
same as the temperature (Tb + AT), of the inside of the pyrex envelope
but actually the vapor temperature is slightly higher because of the
"temperature jump" (27 ) associated with the conduction of heat from
the gas to the wall. It will be shown that this temperature jump T,
is small. Chapman and Cowling(2 8 ) give the following expression for
the temperature difference ST between a gas and a wall:
ar (I-8)
where the accommodation coefficient 9, is a function of the gas and
the wall material. The factor p' is a constant of order unity, ),is the
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mean free path of the gas atoms and d.T/dr is the temperature gradient
in the gas. The accommodation coefficient can be interpreted (2 7) as the
ratio of the actual energy transfer from gas to wall compared to the
energy transfer that would occur if the gas atoms were emitted from the
wall with the characteristic temperature of the wall. The International
Critical Tables (29 ) give the accommodation coefficient for mercury
atoms and liquid mercury as 1. 00 + 0. 01. 'The mean free path for
mercury atoms in mercury vapor can be calculated from data given in
the Smithsonian Tables (3 0 ), and the value of po ?Yobtained is
-32.4 x 10 cm x mm Hg. For a mercury pressure of about 10 microns,
the mean free path is about 0.24 cm which is small compared to the tube
radius. It is somewhat difficult to determine the temperature gradient
dT/dr in the gas but an estimate can be made of its value. The tem-
perature drop in the pyrex wall has been calculated to be about degree C
for a thickness of 0.24 cm thus giving a temperature gradient of about
4 degrees C per crn for the pyrex wall. The thermal conductivity of
0pyrex is 2.7 x 10- 3 calories/cm x sec x C, while the thermal con-
ducitivity of mercury vapor as calculated from data given by Elenbaas (3 1 )
is about 6 x 10 5 calories/cm x sc x C for mercury vapor at 3000K.
The results given by Klarfela(3 ) for a mercury are indicate that for
pressures below 100 microns, less than 1 per cent of the input power
is converted into gas heat loss. With these figures it is calculated that
the temperature gradient in the gas near the pyrex wall is about 2 degrees
C per cm. When the value of the accommodation coefficient and the mean
free path are introduced, the temperature jump ' T, is found to be about
0.5 0 C. Since this approximate correction is only 0.2 per cent of the
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approximate vapor temperature of 3000 K, the temperature jump will
be nerlected.
D. Wall sheath thickness
The diameter of the plasma does not correspond exactly to
the inner diameter of the discharge tube because of the formation of
an ion sheath on the insulating walls. In order to calculate the processes
in the plasma, the plasma radius must be known and therefore the sheath
thickness must be calculated. This sheath thickness Ar is calculated
for the wall probe at floating potential and it is assumed that the floating
potential of the tantalum probe is the same as the floating potential of
the pyrex wall. The difference between the probe floating potential and
the wall floating potential cannot be large because the electron current
is a strong function of the collector potential.
Since the electron density in the ion sheath is small, the ion
current flow to the wall is governed (in this region) by the Langmuir-
Childs space charge law:
' ,. -- i < (III)
where J+ is the ion current density, AV is the potential difference between
the plasma and the floating probe, Ar is the sheath thickness, and E0 in
-12
rationalized MKS units is equal to 8. 854 x 10 farad/m. This equation
assumes that the plasma-sheath interface has a definite location, that
the ions enter the sheath with zero velocity, and that the potential
gradient is zero at the interface. Actually the ions enter with a directed
energy of about kT_/2q, and the potential gradient is approximately volt/cm.
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A first order correction has been calculated for the Langmuir-
Childs space-charge equation, and results in a change in the calculated
sheath thickness by the factor:
o-- (I 4r2 E ( t d - 7
..
(III-10)
where E is the initial directed energy of the ions in electron volts as
they enter the sheath (assumed monoenergetic), AVis the potential dif-
ference between the plasma and the probe, dV/dx is the potential gradient
at the interface, and Ar is the sheath thickness as calculated from the
zeroth order Langmuir-Childs equation. When typical values are sub-
stituted in this expression, it is seen that the change in r caused by
the interface potential gradient is quite small while the predominant
correction is the 1.5 (Eo/AV) 1/ term which is about 38 per cent.
Since the ion sheath results in a correction of less than 0.4 per cent of
the radius which is comparable to the 0.4 per cent uncertainty in the
measured tube diameter, any detailed correction is of small value.
The calculated values of the ratio of plasma radius to inner wall radius
rp/r are listed in Table II.W
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IV. Ionization Processes in the Plasma
A. Production of ions in the plasma
One of the important processes in the mercury arc plasma is
the production of ions through the inelastic collisions of high energy
electrons with mercury atoms. It is sometimes assumed that ions are
generated predominantly by direct ionization of atoms in the ground
state (6 SO). An alternative method of ionization involves the pro-
dunction of excited atoms (63P0o 1 2) and then the subsequent ionization
of these excited atoms to form ions. Meissner and Miller(33) find that
external irradiation of a positive column (He, Ne, A, Kr, Xe) results
in a potential increase for a constant current. They show that practically
the entire irradiation effect for the He plasma is due to the absorption of
the 20, 581 A line which raises the metastable 21S0 state to the 21P1
radiating state. Kenty(34 ) reports that for a discharge in a Hg and rare
gas mixture, strong illumination by Hg radiation nearly doubles V and
T (arc voltage and electron temperature). He concludes that the P
metastable state furnishes most of the ions. These experiments indicate
that the ionization in a plasma is determined largely, by the metastable
density. In his microwave afterglow studies, Biondi(3 5 ) finds that
collisions between pairs of metastable atoms also produce significant
ionization in the decaying plasma. These ionization processes that
take more than one step are called cumulative -ionization.
It will be shown in this chapter that the ionization in the plasma
under investigation proceeds predominantly by cumulative processes.
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B. Measurement of the total ionization and the determination of the
electron density distribution from ambipolar diffusion theory
It is necessary to measure the total ionization G, (ions generated
per second per unit volume) as a function of the electron density n_, the
gas density ng, and the electron temperature kT_/q, in order to obtain
the desired information about the fundamental processes involved in the
production of ions. From consideration of charge conservation, when
there is no significant volume recombination of ions and electrons, the
ions and electrons produced in the steady state plasma will all travel to
the wall where they will recombine. The ion current density to the
wall probe when it is at floating potential J (Vf), is therefore a
measure of the total ionization averaged over a cross-section of the
plasma G. This assumes that the effects of the secondary electron
emission from the pyrex wall and from the tantalum wall probe are small.
There is very little information available for the secondary
emission coefficients for Hg metastables, but a value for the secondary
emission coefficient for Hg metastables on mercury has been reported
by von Engle ( 3 6 ) to be about 0. 01. This implies that the metastable
induced electron emission from the pyrex wall (with condensed mercury
on the surface) can be considered small. In addition, measurements on
the ion current to a negative probe show that the difference between the
ion current for a clean and dirty probe (Ta and W) is less than 2 per cent,
for this mercury arc. Since Hagstrum ( 37 ) has shown that the secondary
emission coefficients are very dependent upon the surface contamination,
it is expected that if the secondary electron emission were contributing
appreciably to the ion current measured by the wall probe, it should
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be possible to influence this ion current by cleaning the probe by electron
bombardment. The absence of such an effect implies that the secondary
emission due to nr.etastables is notsignificant. In addition, since the
electrons ejected by metastable bombardment must again be collected by
the wall, a net error is introduced only if the secondary emission
coefficient for the pyrex-mercury wall is different from the secondary
emission coefficient for the Ta wall probe. It can thus be seen that the
secondary emission due to metastable atoms is only a second order effect
in the measurement of the ambipolar ion current. Since the secondary
emission coefficients appear to be only about 1 per cent for Hg, the second
order effect due to metastable induced secondary emission will be neglected.
From the continuity equation div (J+/q) X G, it can be shown
that the average total ionization G (averaged over the cross-section of
the long cylindrical plasma), is related to the wall ion particle current
density [7+w' the plasma radius rp, and the wall radius rw , by the
following expression: rt+*~LY -=~~L s ( rw ) (IV-1)
The values of [ calculated from the experimental data are listed in
Table III.
In order to investigate the dependence of U /p n upon kT_/q,
.it is necessary to determine the value of n_ (averaged over a cross-
section of the plasma) in terms of the central density n_o, and the
wall density nw. This makes it necessary to calculate the electron
density distribution and requires a discussion of ambipolar diffusion
theory.
If only electrons and singly charged ions are produced, the con-
the
servation of. charge andlcontinuity equation for the steady state require
that:
(IV-2)
,Xv ft -z (IV-3)
In the range where mobility and diffusion processes determine the electron
and ion flow,
(IV-4)
= D ,m/#4 -4' -7 7 'd (IV - 5)
where D+,- -, D arid _ respectively are the ion diffusion coefficient,
the ion mobility coefficient, the electron diffusion coefficient, and the
electron mobility coefficient. The potential V, is related to the ion and
electron density by Poisson's equation:011Iv Yd,/ .V ~6('I(IV-6)
where e is the permittivity in rationalized MKS units.
The diffusion coefficients D+, and D, correspond to a net flow
due to a density gradient. There is also a "temperature diffusion coef-
ficient" which: corresponds to a net flow resulting from a "temperature"
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gradient, but it is assumed that the "temperature gradient" is small com-
pared to the density gradient so that the thermal diffusion can be neglected.
There are now 5 independent equations relating the 5 variables
r, -', n, n , and V (two vector and 3 scalar). Since the differential
equations contain nonlinear terms it is necessary to resort to some
simplification following Schottky's ambipolar diffusion theory (3 8) (but
with a little more rigor in the derivation). The potential gradients in the
plasma are quire small (about 1 volt per cm) and therefore according to
Poisson's equation the ion density is very closely equalS-to the electron
density and permits the elimination of one of the equations and one of the
variables by allowing the approximation n = n+. The ion and electron
density gradients are also approximately equal although probably to a
lesser extent. When the divergence of f+ and 7 are taken and the
term div (n_ grad V) is eliminated, it is possible, without requiring
any assumption about the equality of r'+ and r, to obtain the following
expression which is valid for any geometry:
;,v (PI Do j,~ tr^S A_) F o(IV-7)
where the ambipolar diffusion coefficient Da , is defined by:
Vhen -, is assumed teate indep ndent of position, t(IV-8)
When Da is assumed to be independent of position, the following results:-
i)E ELITlv ,7r^S o fbS y e(IV-9)
This differential equation when solved with the appropriate boundary
conditions will specify the density distribution of the electrons and ions
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and will permit the average electron density n_, to be calculated.
Considerable information about the properties of the plasma can
be obtained from the relationship between the currents and the potential
and density gradients. Because div Ps , div r', the vector currents
F and 7, differ only by a constant vector term B and by a curl A
term since in general div curl A X O.0. For a long cylindrical plasma the
radial component of the curlA term coI -) . -
is zero because of the angular and axial symmetry. Since the radial
components of'the vectors }+ and are equal at the wall (which is at
floating potential), the radial component of the constant vector B is
zero at the wall and is therefore zero throughout the plasma. This
demonstrates that the radial components /r and fr are equal for all
values of r in the plasma so that:
(IV-l0)
It should be noted that this is not necessarily true for all components of
F+ and , as is sometimes stated or implicitly assumed. Elimination
of r between the radial components of the vector equations results in
the relationship between the radial density gradient and the radial potential
gradient:
9 -= D -Ds - o(IV- I )
which has as a solution:
---- ,' ~(-,, (V, /4g p >* ]. (IV- 12)
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It will be shown that-this leads to the Einstein relation between the diffusion
coefficient and the mobility coefficient.
An insulating'surface placed in contact with the plasma will
assume a potential with respect to the plasma such that the total current
to the surface is zero. Since the electron and ion densities are equal,
and the electron mass is much less than the ion mass, the random current
to the probe will be predominantly electron current unless the ions are
much more energetic than the electrons which is very unlikely. Thus
the potential of the insulating surface will go negative with respect to the
plasma .until it repels all but a small fraction of the incident electrons.
At the same time, this negative probe influences the plasma (in spite of
the fact that the bulk of this potential difference appears across the small
ion sheath) and draws additional ions to the surface in excess of the
random flow.' As a result of the negative wall, the radial flow of electrons
due to the density gradient is very nearly compensated by the opposite flow
due to the potential gradient. Since the negative wall considerably reduces
the electron drain, the electrons are in approximate equilibrium and there-
fore their density may be described by the Boltzmann density distribution:
,M e x [ r (IV- 13)
Since the mobility and diffusion coefficients for electrons are much larger
than for ions, these equations lead to the Einstein relation:
P- yTr-
.,,,~->~~~~~ ~ ~(IV- 14).
For the case where the distribution functions are not isotropic, the
Einstein relation may b expressed in tensor form(39 ' 40)
L
Since the radial components of the flow vectors are equal, it is
possible to eliminate dV/dr from the vector equations to obtain the
following relation between the radial current flow and the radial density
gradient without requiring any assumptions about the constancy of Da:
(IV-15)
This equation will be used in the next chapter to calculate the ambipolar
diffusion coefficient from the measured value pf +(Vf) and from the
value of dn_/dr calculated from the assumed density distribution. In
addition, the average electron density n_ , will be used in the calculation
of the electron mobility.
Thus it can be seen that many interesting quantities can be
calculated provided that the electron density distribution can be specified
with reasonable accuracy. The partial differential equation for the electron
density can be reduced to a differential equation in r if the plasma is long
enough so that end effects are negligible and if advantage is taken of the
cylindrical symmetry of the plasma to eliminate the angular dependence
so that:
Dr ' wet- / (IV-16)
For the case where the ion generation is assumed constant throughout
the plasma volume (only for the 'purpose of simplicity of solution), the
electron density can be expressed in the following simple form:
~' -L e (Il'V -17)
i
% e"' - I
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where the part of the solution that is singular at r 0, is eliminated by
the physical requirement that the electron density is finite and non-zero
at all points in the plasma. This solution, although easily obtained is not
an accurate description of the density distribution.
A much more accurate solution corresponds to the assumption
that the ion generation is proportional to the electron density and can be
written as
(IV-18)
The ionizatioh frequency i (ions per second per electron) is a function of
the electron energy distribution function and.it is necessary to assume
that rwi contains no radial dependence in order to solve the differential
equation. The resulting linear differential equation has solutions in the
form of Bessel functions with the singular solutions excluded because
of the finiteness requirement so that
"- (IV- 19)
where as a result of the change of variable
V ( .v-z0)
Because negative values of n are not possible, the first zero of the
Bessel function cannot be within the plasma. It is possible to determine
Ro by measuring the electron density at the center and at a particular
radius (for convenience at the plasma edge). In this way, the quantity v /D a
iL~~~~~~~~~~~~i a
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can be calculated from the measured quantities.
The case where the ionization is assumed to be completely
quadratic ionization (G(n) = b(n )2 ), has been considered by Spenke(4 1)
who solved the resulting nonlinear equation to give the density as a
function of the radius:
' -) (IV-21)
where 2. 92 is the first zero of the Spenke function, and the values of S
are tabulated by Spenke for the variable 2. 92 r/R o in steps of 0.2 up to
the first zero.
The difference between the density distribution given by the
Bessel function and by the Spenke function is quite small (see Howe(l5 )
in view of the uncertainties of electron density measurements so that it
is not easy to determine experimentally if the density distribution.fits
the Bessel function or the Spenke function better. Howe (15) has made
measurements of.the electron density distribution in the plasma of a
low pressure mercury arc, and he obtained values of electron.. density
(for 5 different radial positions) that could be fit somewhat better by
the Spenke function than the Bessel function at the 3 highest pressures.
On the basis of this and also in view of the fact that the direct ionization
cannot account for the observed ionization, Howe concluded that the
ionization in the plasma is quadratic cumulative ionization. Unfortunately
the accuracy of Howe's experimental results are somewhat subject to
question. Analysis of the experimental data given by Howe in his article
shows that the electron density as measured by his wall probe is about
48 per cent (on the average) larger than the electron density as measured
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by the element of his multiple probe nearest the wall. Since this is
obviously impossible, the value of Howe's density measurements is
reduced.
In any event, since the average of the electron density distri-
bution is needed for the determination is the total ionization frequency,
and for the electron mobility, the process of integration itself reduces
any small difference between the.assumed distribution and the actual
distribution. To estimate the small differences resulting from the
various assumed distributions, the average density (normalized to
unity at the center) has been calculated for the parabolic distribution,
the Bessel distribution, and the Spenke distribution, with the integration
for each taken out to the zero since the averages differ the most at this
value. The calculated values of WI/no are: n/no(parabolic) 0. 500,
n/no (Bessel) = 0.432, and in/no (Spenke) 0.374. The average value
of the Spenke distribution was calculated by integration of the series
solution given by Spenke. From the above results, it. can be seen that
the Bessel function can be used to evaluate the average electron density
quite accurately with the uncertainty not more than 13.5 per cent if the
actual density distribution falls between the Bessel distribution and the
Spenke distribution- The properties of the Bessel function permit the
average electron density in, to be given by:
( IV-22)
where the value of x is determined from the density at the center n,.
and at the wall nw' by
46.
'"'' x (IV-23)
The values of n_ /no calculated from n w/n have been listed in Table III.
- - -w -O
It is now possible to calculate the total effective ionization frequency
reduced to 1 mm Hg and 0°C: G/ponn 
In order to analyze the dependence of the total ionization G, upon
the electron density and the electron temperature, it is necessary to
consider in some detail the general problem of the production of particles
of type "B" as a result of collisions of electrons with particles of type
"A". In general, the generation rate G (number per second per unit
volume) is given by:
c 00
/r(Xo= -dZ(J age of g)vs vC7~ Mr(IV-24)
where the velocity of the electron is assumed to be much larger than the
velocity of particles "A" so that the relative velocity of the electrons and
particles"A" can be assumed to be equal to that of the electrons v.
When the differential cross-section Q(A-*B), which is a function of the
electron energy V, has a threshold energy V9 , and when the velocity
distribution function of the electrons is M-B with a characteristic
temperature VT X kT_/q, the generation rate G, can be expressed in
the form G(A) s " (>/ $ (/Be J) M(IVWr 5)(Iv-a5)
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The effective cross-section Q(A->B), can be defined as that
value of . constant cross-section which when used to replace the
differential cross-section in the integral will give the same value for
G(A-*B). Thus
s so-p > ( B) PI e (IV-26)
and it is seen that the major dependence of G upon VT is in the exp(- V/VT)
term since the effective cross-section Qo is not a strong function of VT.
This expression for the ion generation suggests that the quantity
G/po _ when plotte.d (on a semi-log plot) as a function of q/kT_ will have
a slope characteristic of the effective threshold energy V9, for the
production of ions. It is assumed that the number of atoms of type "A"
supplying the ions (atoms in the ground and excited states) is proportional
to the reduced pressure p The quantity log G/pon is plotted in
Fig. IV-1 as a function of q/kT_ and it is seen that the points fall on a
straight line as is implied by the previous equation.
The effective threshold voltage V0 , is found to be 6.26 volts,
and the average effective cross-section QO for ionization in the mercury
-16 2plasma is calculated to be 0.41 x 10 cm with a rms deviation of
10 per cent. Thus the actual ionization in the plasma can be described
quite accurately by
( > . -1 X- (IV-27)V~~~~~evri
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If it can be assumed that the ions are produced through the ioni-
zation of the 6 P states, and f an estimate can be made of the0, 1, 2
density of these states, an estimate can then be made of the cross-
section for ionization of these states. This problem will be discussed
in section D of chapter IV. First, however, it is necessary to demonstrate
that.the actual ionization is much larger than can be accounted for by direct
ionization of atoms in the ground state. This will be done in the next
section.
C. Calculation of the direct ionization component including the effect of
the electron drift velocity
In order to compare the direct ionization with the total ionization,
the value ofVip was calculated from Nottingham's(42) data for the'~.[/p.. '  
L U
probability of direct ionization of mercury atoms by fast electrons. A
M-B energy distribution for the electrons was assumed. The ionization
frequency Vi, (neglecting the atom velocity compared to the electron
velocity) is given by
y= <H(V e L'v
V4 .,; < 11r)~~ ~ (IV-28)
The term VT is the voltage equivalent of the electron temperature, V
is the energy of the electron in electron volts, Vi is the ionization
potential of 10.43 volts for mercury, and v_> is the magnitude of
electron velocity averaged over the distribution function and is given
by v_) = (8q/wm_) 1 / 2 (kT_/q) 1 /2 z 6.693 x 105 (kT /q) / 2 meters/
second. The term Pi(V) is Nottingham's probability of ionization (for
electrons of energy V) measured in ions per electron per meter path
i
j
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at 00C and 1 mm Hg pressure (for po equal to 1 mm Hg). The probability
of ionization is related to the cross-section for ionization Qi' by:
PoPi (V) ngQi(V), where the ratio ng/Po corresponds to a density of
3.536 x 1016 molecules per cm3 for a reduced pressure po, of 1 mm Hg.
Numerical integration yields values of the integral Vi/po, which are
tabulated in Table III and are plotted in Fig. IV-1 as a function of q/kT
for comparison with the actual ionization frequency G/pon . Comparison
of the experimental ionization frequency and the calculated ionization
frequency for direct ionization shows that the actual ionization frequency
is much larger than the direct ionization component.
It is logically necessary to demonstrate that the electron drift
velocity superimposed upon the M-B velocity distribution does not signi-
ficantly increase the direct ionization component. The distribution
function for the electrons is taken to be a displaced M-B distribution of
the form:
-)'- ~- Fr r- (IV-29)
(where v is the drift velocity). The direct ionization can be calculated
by partial integration to be
_ -I- vI-,, 3 - V-
2,- 5Z" ' tr 'f; (V)e vdv (IV-30)V,~ - >
 A 7
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2The drift energy VO of the electrons is defined by: qV - m v /2.
This integral was evaluated by numerical integration (again using
Nottingha's data) for the lowest pressure data where the drift energy
V, is the largest fraction (4 per cent) of kT_/q and where the effect
of the drift energy on the direct ionization is the most important. It
was found that even in this case the drift velocity has a small effect
since it increases the direct ionization by only 16 per cent. The value
of the drift velocity used in this calculation was obtained from the results
of chapter V.
It is also necessary to point out that the actual probe curves
indicate a depletion of high energy electrons above about 3.39 kT_/q
and therefore the assumption of a M-B distribution in the calculation
of the direct ionization component is notJ quite accurate. This depletion
strengthens the argument that the direct ionization is much smaller than
the observed ionization since the calculated ionization for the M-B dis-
tribution case is an upper bound for the depleted distribution.
D. Determination of the important ionization processes in the plasma
It can be seen from Fig IV-1 that the actual ion generation in
this experiment is much larger (up to a factor of 45.6 at the highest
pressure) than the component that can be ascribed to direct ionization.
This leads to the conclusion that the ions are produced predominantly
through the ionization of excited and metastable atoms. It is first
necessary to demonstrate that the rate of production of 63 P0 1,2 states
is large enough to supply the amount required by the observedionization.
With the aid of the cross-sections for the production of 63P0 1, 2
states in mercury as given by Kenty , it is possible to calculate the
generation of such states by electrons with a M-B distribution:
~6:(1;/>.+~ {e) =_(y r)g PrSVt e V (IV-31)
~~~.. 
where the threshold energies V, for the 6 P0, 12 States are 4.67, 4. 89,
and 5.47 volts respectively. The results of these numerical integrations
are given in Fig. IV-1 which shows that the production of these states is
larger than the production of ions by about a factor of 10 and therefore can
supply enough excited atoms to be ionized. The cross-section for ionization
of these states has been given by Klarfeld (44 ) as about an order of magni-
tude (actually a factor of 30 was given by Klarfeld(44) in his original
article) larger than the cross-section for ionization of the ground state.
Waymouth and Bitter (4 5 ) report a factor of 3.3 for the ratio of the ionization
cross-section for excited states to the cross-section for ionization of
the ground state of mercury. It is possible to calculate from the data
obtained in this experiment (with the aid of a few reasonable assumptions),
a lower bound for the effective cross-section for ionization of the 63 P states.
This will be done later in this section.
It will be demonstrated that although the predominant ionization in
the plasma is through the ionization of excited states (cumulative ionization),
this cumulative ionization is a linear function of the electron density and
not a quadratic function.
The loss of metastable states by diffusion is not the important
factor in the determination of the density of these states. This can be
L
shown with the aid of the diffusion coefficient for 63P2 metastable states
in mercury which is given by Biondi (4 6 ) as: D ng X 1.5 x 1018 (+ 10 per
cent) cm / sec x cm3 The maximum density of 63P2 states is given by
BoltzmannS theorem:
(,,. 6C ) (3 ) __ _ _- _7 /
,^ f 'So) ( 'So) (r (IV-32)
where the statistical weight ratio g6 3 P2 )/g(61 S0 ), is equal to 5. This
maximum value for the 63P2 metastable density corresponds to the
situation where the electrons and excited states are in equilibrium.
According to some measurements made by Kenty(4 3 ) on a lower current
mercury arc, the actual population of 6 P2 in his experiment is about
21 per cent of the maximum density given by the Boltzmann theorem.
If the maximum value of the 6P 2 density is used together with the
metastable diffusion coefficient given by Biondi, the resulting maximum
loss by diffusion (assuming a Bessel function for the metastable radial
density distribution) is given by
Aj7me D,'PVr& Si*A L.&s ir -- P (IV-33)
If the actual metastable density distribution is more uniform than the
Bessel function distribution, the diffusion loss will be even smaller.
When the maximum diffusion loss of 63P2 is compared to the generation
of 63P2 for set "D" of the data (corresponding to kT /q = 0. 920 volts),
it is found that the diffusion rate is less than the generation rate by a
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factor of 3.4. Since the actual metastable density'is lower than the maximum
density calculated from Boltzmann's theorem, the loss of metastables by
diffusion becomes even less significant.
The loss of metastables (at the higher pressures at least) is thus deter-
mined by collisions with electrons. Since the generation of excited states is
proportional to the electron density, and the electron quenching rate is also
proportional to n, the metastable density (for low Dm ) should be independent
of the electron density. An experiment by Kenty(4 3 ) has verified this statement.
He measured the population of 63P2 and 63Po metastable states by the
absorption of .4047A and 5461A radiation as a function of arc current (and
therefore as a function of n) and found that the absorption was essentially
constant for arc currents ranging from about 0. 1 to 0.45 amps. Thus for
large electron densities and small Dm, the populations of metastables will
be independent of n_. If the ionization is predominantly produced through
the ionization of metastables, the ion generation G should be a linear
function of the electron density n, provided that the electron energy dis-
tribution function is relatively independent of n_. As the pressure decreases
the diffusion coefficient Dm for metastables (which is inversely proportional
to po) increases and the diffusion loss of metastables becomes more important.
The results of this experiment show that /pon_ is independent of the
electron density. For three of the nine sets of data, the arc current was
changed by about 20 per cent with respect to the remaining 6 sets. If the
cumulative ionization were quadratic as it is sometimes assumed, the
value of /pn _ would be a linear function of _ff. and would vary by 20 per
cent for these three points. Such a variation is not observed and confirms
the expectations.
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As a result of the previous considerations, it is concluded that
the ionization is proportional to the electron density, and therefore the
cumulative ionization is linear ionization and not quadratic ionization.
Any further investigation of the dependence of the ion generation upon
electron density should also consider in some detail the electron energy
distribution function, particularly for the high energy electrons. Unfortunately,
at the present time, there is very little information available for the dis-
tribution functions.
It is possible to obtain limits for the effective cross-section for
ionization of the 63P states if it is assumed that most of the ions are
produced through ionization oi the 63P states, and if it is assumed that
the 6 P0 1,2 states have the same effective cross-section Qo(63P ion).
The method of calculation will be outlined below. Let 63 Pj (where j O0, 1,2)
represent any one of the 63 P0 1,2 states. The density of the 63pj state
is given by:
P) /&pIV /7- (IV-34)
where the "saturation factor" sj, is the ratio of the 63Pj density to the
maximum density given by the Boltzmann theorem. The term Vj is the
threshold energy for the j state. The multiplicity term g(61S0) is equal
to 1, while the g(63pj) term is given by (2j + 1). The generation of ions
from the 6 Pj state is now given by
G6Ct A J) = ARC tJ). fig/-) a, Cal ,#)f tp. e (IV-3/5 
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The threshold energy for ionization of the 6 Pj state is (10.43 - Vj ) volts.
For the higher pressures where VT is low, n6 1SO) X ng, so that
do r6 °) ·-7 A_ -> aC-t °)ie Vsjo (-i- r-
At the higher pressures where the direct ionization is a small part of the
total ionization, it may be assumed that
(IV-37)
This observed ionization G, is thus related to the effective cross-section
by
- ,.'.V3&~rdI7J( .&[ 4- (IV-38)
If the values of sj were known, then the value of Qo (63 P-*ion) could be
calculated from the known values of V j, and from the experimental values
of G, ng, n_,v >, and VT. Kentvtys investigation (43 )indicates that for
his arc, s, sl, s2 , are equal to 0.21, 0. 047, 0. 21 respectively. Since the
/,V V -1/1; (IV-36)
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currents and electron densities in the present arc are much larger than
in Kenty's arc, it is expected that the values of s in this experiment
are closer to unity and that Kenty's values are a lower limit. When the
maximum values of s (unity) are assumed, and the experimental
values of G, ng, n, cv), and VT are introduced, a lower bound
(minimum effective cross-section) is calculated for Q (63P-ion).
The experimental values for the highest pressure (set E) give the greatest
lower bound, and the corresponding minimum effective cross-section for
3 -16 2ionization of the 63P states is found to be 8.1 x 10- 16 cm . For the
same electron temperature, the effective cross-section for ionization
of the ground state is calculated from Nottingham's (42) data to be
-16 20.90 x 10 cm . Thus the effective cross-section for ionization
of a 63P. state is a minimum of 9.0 times larger than the effective cross-
section for ionization of the ground state. In addition, if the values of
sj given by Kenty for his arc are assumed to be approximately valid
for this arc, the value of Qo (63P-ion) calculated for the same set of
date (highest pressure) is 53 x 10- 16 cm or about 58 times as large as
the effective ionization cross-section for the ground state.
Since the values of s will probably be between unity and the
J
values given by Kenty, the effective ionization cross-section for the 63P
state will be between 9.0 and 58 times larger than the effective cross-
section for ionization of the ground state, provided that the assumptions
made in calculating these values are valid. When more definite values
for sj (or for the densities of the 63 Pj states) are made available for
a similar Hg arc, it will be possible to specify the cross-section
Qo (63p" ion) more closely.
L~~~
V. lectron Mobility, Anbipolar Diffusion Coefficient, Ion
Mobility Coefficient. Ion Diffusion Coefficient. and Cross-
Section for Hg Ions in Their-Parent Gas
A. Electron mobility
The mobility of electrons in the plasma can be obtained (from
the results of the previous chapters) in terms of the axial current Iz,
the plasma radius rp, the axial potential gradient Ez, and the electron
density averaged over a cross-section of the plasma n . The axial
drift current density J, is given by
rr, ="'fn (V-l)
where it is assumed that the axial potential gradient and the axial drift
velocity (predominantly that of the electrons) are independent of the
radial position in the plasma. Table I contains values of W9z calculated
froIr the axial current and the plasma radius. The average electron
density n_, was calculated in chapter IM in conjunction with the deter-
rnination of the ionization frequency, and is available from Table III.
The resulting values of the axial drift velocity vz are listed in Table IV
and are plotted in Fig. V-1 as a function of Ez/p o. This axial velocity
is the sum of the drift velocity of the electrons and of the ions and is
almost equal to the electron drift velocity. The ion mobility is very
small compared to the electron mobility. This results in a correction
of only about 0.2 per cent. The values of Po _, defined by
PO F -./ (V-2)
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are calculated from v and Ez and are listed in Table IV.
At the same time it is possible to obtain the ratio of the electron
drift velocity to the average random velocity vz_/v_>, along with the
ratio qV /kT
_
, where kT_/q is a measure of the random energy, andV z sf _
2Vz is the axial drift energy defined by: 2qVz = m vZ_ . In this experi-
ment, the drift energy is at most 4 per cent of kT_/q, and can be used
to show that the effect of the drift energy on the direct ionization is not
significant.
It is possible to calculate the effective mean free path for slow
electrons in the mercury plasma from the relation between the electron
(47)imobility and the mean free path. Allis and Brown give an accurate
expression for the electron mobility in terms of a mean free path for
electrons which is a general function of. the electron velocity. Their
expression was obtained by expanding the electron velocity distribution
function into spherical harmonics in velocity space and then substituting
it in the Boltzmann transport equation. If the effect of the drift velocity
on the distribution function is small enough so that only the first two
terms in the expansion need be retained, the electron mobility can be
expressed as
2 Aa_ < -21_ ( i)(V-3)
where 'm is the momentum transfer mean free path for electrons.
When it is assumed that the electrons have a M-B velocity distribution,
this equation can be reduced by partial integration to give
Jc .. ,< _ (V-4)
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The momentum transfer mean free path )m, is related to the
momentum transfer cross-section Qm' by: ,mngQm z 1, where ng is
the gas density. The momentum transfer cross-section Qm' is related
to the differential scattering cross-section q(G), by:
(a = 1 ?ft en ( l _ c eS e) sac /0 (V-5)
Electron scattering data is sometimes given in terms of the collision
cross-section Qc' which is related to the differential scattering cross-
section by:
a~C -' >~~rr/i~~ t~ s~ g~ S(V-6)
The probability of collision Pc is measured in collisions per centimeter
at 1 mm Hg pressure and 0°C, and is related to the collision cross-
section and the collision mean free path ic' by: PoPc ngQc = (>c)
In order to permit the conversion of Qc to Qm the values of Qm/Qc
have been obtained by numerical integration of the angular scattering data
given by Arnot (4 8 ) for electrons in mercury, and are tabulated for the
following values of electron energy:
Electron energy Qm/Q
2 volts 0.783
4 0.817
6 0.823
7 0.802
8 0.834
average 0.812 + 1.6 per cent rms
Unfortunately there is no angular scattering data for electrons below
(49)2 volts. According to Massey and Burhop , however, the angular
distribution for elastically scattered slow electrons is uniform thus
implying that Qm/Qc approaches unity as the electron energy is reduced.
The effective mean free path can be defined as that constant
mean free path which when used to replace the velocity dependent mean
free path will give the same mobility. The effective cross-section can
be defined in the same way. In this experiment, it was found that the
effective mean free path m (eff.), is relatively independent of kT /q.
For the case of a constant-m, (where Am now corresponds to the
effective mean free path for momentum transfer) Eq. V-3 reduces to
(V-7)
It can be shown that for a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution:
p(1 2<,. = (S)$ r 03fh(V-8)
where r(k) is the complete gamma function. Thus:
' i . (V-9)
so that
-/C" 3 fi- .-. - >(V-o0)3 4-
for the constant mean free path case. The Langevin (5 0 ) expression for
the electron mobility > C- c/ "' (V- 1 )
is lower by a factor of 1.132.
Equation V-10 implies that if the effective mean free path is
independent of kT_/q, the quantity po lae (kT /q) / should be constant.
This was found to be true since the average value of poP_ (kT /q)l/2 is
1.49 x 105 (cm2 / volt x sec) (mm Hg) (volt)1/2 with a small rms deviation
from the mean of 5.6 per cent.
The effective momentum transfer cross-section for slow electrons
in the mercury plasma (about 0. 1 per cent ionized) was calculated and is
plotted in Fig. V-2 as a function of kT /q, where it is seen that the cross-
section is approximately constant. The average value of Qm (eff.) is
42 x 10 16 cm for electron temperatures ranging from 0.829 to 1.90
electron volts. The values of Pc given by Brode (5 1) for slow electrons
in mercury indicate that Qc decreases as the electron energy increases,
and thus one would expect that Qm (eff. ) should decrease as kT /q increases.
From Brode's (5 1 ' 52) values of Pc, as a function of electron energy, it
was calculated by numerical integration that the effective momentum
transfer cross-section Qm (eff.) is 58 x 106 cm2 for electrons having
a M-B distribution with a characteristic temperature of 1.00 electron
volts in mercury. Elenbaas ( 53 ) has obtained cross-sections of 43 and
41 x 10-16 cm2 for a high pressure mercury arc by using the Langevin
equation and the energy transfer from electrons to atoms required to
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supply the heat and conduction loss. The electron temperature for his
arc was about 0.43 electron volts. Adler and Margenau (5 4 ) have found
(from microwave Measurements), that A? (effective) is constant and is
equal to 9.5 x 10 cm at mm Hg pressure. This corresponds to a
-16 2
croSs-sectLon o01 u x iu cm ior electron temperatures in the range
from 0.69 ev to 1.2 ev. The agreement of these cross-sections is good,
particularly in view of the different values of kT /q and the different
methods.
A survpv of the 1iterftnrii wnc mncrip for informtninn hnl]f thp
cross-section for monoenergetic slow electrons in merucry. It was
found that Brode (52 ) published results (prior to his review article) that
indicated an increase in Qc of only about 4 per cent as the electron energy
was reducer from 1 volt to about 0.5 volts, thus indicating that the cross-
section for very slow electrons in mercury is approximately constant
and may even decrease for very slow electrons.
B. Ambipolar diffusion coefficient and ambipolar mobility coefficient
The abipolar Ldiffusion coefficient Da can be calculated from
the available experimental data subject, of course, to the assumption
that the situation is describable in ambipolar diffusion terms. It was
shown in chapter IV that the ambipolar diffusion coefficient is given by
hre seti ct d (V-12)
where Pr is the ion particle current density to the wall probe when
it is at floating potential. The radial electron (and ion) density gradient
dn /dr can be calculated from the assumed electron density distribution;
1
but, since a derivative is involved, any uncertainty in the form of the
density distribution function results in a larger uncertainty in the gradient.
A good representation for the density distribution (n_/n_o) is the Bessel
function Jo (2.405 r/Ro) which was derived and discussed in chapter IV.
With this representation, the density gradient
-~>)~2 /" (< J; /0 ~ *-/ (V-13)
was calculated at the plasma edge (r = rp) in terms of the central electron
density n_,0 and the wall density nw. The identical values for Da may
be obtained from the relation
D), = 1,~, (' . ~r (V-14)
which was derived in the section on ambipolar diffusion. It is not surprising
that these two expressions give the same result since they were both obtained
from the same ambipolar diffusion assumptions, involve the same Bessel
function solution and the same experimental data.
Since the electron mobility is much larger than the ion mobility,
the ambipolar diffusion coefficient may be written as
Da Aea (V-15)
where the Einstein relation connecting the electron diffusion coefficient
and the electron mobility coefficient has been used. An amb ipolar mobility
coefficient Pa will be defined here by:
64.
(V-16)
Only for the case where the mobility flow of ions to the wall is much larger
than the diffusion flow of ions to the wall (so that D+/ + kT_/q) will
the expression for the arnbipolar diffusion coefficient reduce to the
approximation
DP..b Sfr-C s (V-17)
The values of Pa have been calculated and are shown in Fig. V-3 as a
function of Er/Po, where Er is the radial potential gradient at the plasma
edge. The method for the determination of Er will be described in the
next section. With the help of the definition in Eq. V-16, values of Da
can be obtained from kTiq and Pa'
There are very little data available for the purpose of comparison
with the results of this experiment; this makes the present results even
more important. Biondi( 5 5) gives a value of D ng 3.6 x 1017 (cm2/sec)
(atoms/cm3) for Hg ions and thermal electrons in mercury vapor at 350 K,
which was obtained through afterglow measurements on a decaying plasma.
This value is equivalent to qDap/kT = 3.4 x 102 (cm /volt x sec) (mm Hg).
In the present experiment, the corresponding value of qD apo/kT- varied
from 1.58 x 10 to 7.52 x 102 for an active plasma. The variation can
be ascribed to the change of ion mobility and diffusion as a result of
different arc conditions.
In the low pressure arc under consideration, the mobility and
diffusion coefficients are functions of the electric field because the energy
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gained by an ion in a mean free path is large compared to the random
energy thus making the mean free time of flight of the ion dependent
upon the field. At the edge of the plasma, the radial electric field is
much larger than the axial electric field so that the resultant electric
field may be taken in the radial direction. At the low pressures in this
arc, the diffusion flow of ions is not small enough to be neglected. Later
in this chapter, the radial flow of ions will be decomposed into the
mobility and diffusion components with the help of a special theory for
ion mobility and diffusion in a strong electric field.
C. Ion velocity as a function of Er/Po
It is possible to calculate the radial potential gradient Er from
the radial density distribution of electrons and from the Boltzmann
relation between the electron density and the plasma potential as follows:
(V-18)
The directed ion velocity in the radial direction v (at the plasma edge)
can be obtained from the ion density (n w x n+w) at the plasma-sheath
interface and from the ion particle current density to the wall probe when
it is at floating potential. Figure V-4 shows the ion velocity v, as a
function of Er/Po, evaluated at the plasma edge.
There is very little other data available for the velocity of
mercury ions in mercury. Kingdon and Lawton (5 6 ) in an abstract give
the results of oscilloscopic transit time measurements for E/p ranging
from 20 to 6000 (volts/cm x mm Hg), They state that the ion velocity
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was proportional to (E/p) 1/ and they report an ion velocity of 10 cm/sec
at an E/p of 1000 volts/cm x mm Hg. This corresponds to v./(E/p)l 1 2 2
3 1/23.2 x 10 (cm/sec)/(volt/cm x mm Hg) / 2 The accuracy involved was
not specified nor was it demonstrated that the diffusion flow of ions across
the drift space was negligible compared to the mobility flow. What is
surprising about this result is the implication that the cross-section of
mercury ions in mercury is independent of the ion energy, thus resulting
in a constant mean free path.
For this experiment the relation between the ion velocity v+, and
Er/Po can be given by several representations of varying accuracy:
v+/ (Er/po) /3 9.71 x 103 (cm/sec)(volt/cm x mm Hg)1/3 + 2.7 per cent rmsv+/ Er/Po)
v / E/p )l/2 x 4.17 x 103 (cm/sec)(volt/cm x mm Hg)1 / 2 + 11 per cent rms
The difference between a variation of (Er/po) / and one of (Er/po)/3
is a factor of (Er/Po)/ 6 which is difficult to detect.
In order to separate the mobility and diffusion components of the
ion flow so as to experimentally determine these coefficients, it is necessary
to know the theoretical dependence of the ion mobility and .diffusion coef-
ficients upon the various arc parameters. Since in this experiment the
energy gained by the ions in a mean free path is large compared to the
random energy of the gas atoms, the mobility and diffusion coefficients
will be a function of the electric field. There are no simple and satis-
factory relations available for the diffusion and mobility of ions in a
strong electric field. In the next section a simple theory will be
developed for the ion mobility coefficient and the longitudinal diffusion
coefficient for the case of a strong electric field.
'I]
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D. Simple theory of ion mobility and diffusion coefficient for ions in a
strong uniform electric field
In order to calculate the diffusion and mobility coefficients from
the experimental data, it is necessary to make several assumptions to
obtain a mathematically tractable model. It is assumed that the energy
obtained by an ion in a free path is large, compared to the random energy
of the ions, so that the motion of the ions between collisions is essentially
determined by the field. If the scattering of the ions is by charge trans-
fer processes, the new ion will have the kinetic energy of the gas atoms
and therefore may be considered as starting at rest. The cross-section
of the ion-gas interaction is assumed to be independent of the ion velocity.
Near the plasma edge the radial electric field Er is much larger than
the axial electric field Ez and, therefore, the resulting electric field
is taken as equal to the radial electric field. Since only the radial
diffusion flow contributes to the radial ion current, it is only necessary
to calculate the longitudinal diffusion coefficient for diffusion flow
parallel. to the strong electric field.
With the help of Professor W. P. Allis, it was possible to
derive a simple yet reasonably accurate representation for the mobility
and diffusion coefficients in a strong electric field.
Consider first the case of ions moving in a strong uniform
electric field, and assume for the present that there is no density
gradient of ions so that the diffusion flow may be neglected. It is
desired to find the time average of the ion velocity for a single repre-
sentative free flight. The time average velocity v, is given by
(V-19)
where is the time of flight. Assume the E field is very large so that
the motion of the ion can be assumed to be parallel to the E field, and
let "s" be the distance in the x direction (paralled to E) traversed in the
time of flight. Then:
__ iwX rtrve Ad = r>0vx s (V-Z0)
It is desired to obtain v as a function of s and E. Assume that the ion
has a terminal velocity (in the x direction) of vf at the end of time 1",
and that after the collision there is a persistence of velocity a, so that
it starts the next free flight with velocity a vf. Assume also that it
started the free flight under consideration with the same velocity a vf.
It is seen that the final velocity is related to the time of flight by:
.. Ofc,-~ [ , ) - ''(V-21)
The acceleration "a" of the ion is given by
CL = (V-22)
where q and m + are respectively the charge and mass of the ion. The
time of flight 1' is related to the distance of flight s by
fS dat - COe -x (V-23
~-. ,(" 7" -r'.-)t~
Substitute vf from Eq. V-21 in Eq. V-23 and solve for 't to get
'li-= T~A
When Tis substituted in V-20, the time average velocity is found to be
(= 4</} (+'S
It is necessary
general,
to average over the mean free path distribution. In
(SA-/>fi~6-/r
- I/ Xe IC A,
~ ' W : A -
so that
As a result, the average velocity is given by
,; t (g)1A te/% 
for ion motion in a strong uniform electric field.
It is assumed that the motion of the Hg ions in the plasma is
limited by charge transfer collisions where a fast ion exchanges identity
with a gas atom. Since the velocity of the gas atom is very small compared
69.
(V-24)
(V-25)
(V-26)
(V-Z7)
(V-28 )
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to that of the ion (and is also randomly. directed), there is no persistence
of velocity so that a = 0, and
Sena (57) assumed charge transfer limitedmobiity and constant A, and
obtained the same result as Eq. V-29.
There are several other theories for the motion of ions in a
strong electric field and they will be given for the purpose of comparison
with the result (Eq. V-28) derived here. An early expression calculated
by Tonks and Langmuir was
h , s( at a) (V-30)
They assumed a constant and a persistence of velocity of a X 1/2 for
the fast ions. Wannier(58 in a more recent and much more detailed cal-
culation which includes a constant A (hard sphere),nearly isotropic
scattering and persistence of velocity, obtains
/Cr sh (V-3 1)
It will.be shown that the simple theory developed here gives a value for
(59)v which is in good agreement with that of Wannier. According to Jeans
for the case of elastic scattering of a fast particle by a stationary hard
sphere of equal mass, the persistence of velocity is 1/2, When a 1/2
is substituted into Eq. V-28, there results
1(ic)'4 (a?)' = /.o r (a A) (v-32)(/ " ~~ )=.o
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which is very close to the value obtained by Wannier through a much more
detailed calculation.
It is assumed that the Hg ions are scattered by charge transfer
collisions so that in this case there is no persistence of velocity. Equation
V-29 will therefore be used for the average ion velocity in a uniform
electric field. In the plasma, ions will also flow to the wall because of
the radial ion density gradient so that it is necessary to find a simple
expression for the diffusion coefficient in a strong uniform field.
Consider the particle current density for ions passing through a mathe-
matical plane normal to the potential gradient E. The ion particle current
density (ions per unit second per unit area) passing through the plane. can
be given by
?,.j. Ado (V-33)f7". ~ (,~e - x .~.L. V-33)
The term n is the density of ions at the plane, dn/dx is the density
gradient of ions and exp (-x/ ) is the fraction of ions that will travel the
distance "x" to the plane without a collision. This results in the following
expression for +
(V-34)
The ion mobility coefficient .l+ is
/ S- = .k 1) 4 (V-35)
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while the longitudinal diffusion coefficient (for diffusion of ions in a
direction parallel to the E field) is given by
-(V, = g a(V-36)
From these two expressions, one can obtain a form similar to the
Einstein relation
--'--" => F~(V-37)
With the aid of the expressions for the ion mobility and diffusion
coefficients, it is possible to obtain values of the effective for the ions
in the plasma. Equations V-34 and V-29 yield
17tp /; / / (V-38)
where dn /dr dn+/dr in the plasma was replaced by - nqE/kT, and
the equation is evaluated at the wall. The only unknown, qEjL/kT_, can
be solved for by convergent approximation. This quantity, qE/kT,
represents the relative importance of the diffusion flow of ions comrn-
pared to the mobility flow. It ranged from 0. 42 at the highest pressure
to 0.65 at the lowest pressure. If the pressure were higher, the
diffusion flow would be smaller.
The values of Er (calculated in the previous sectinn)plus the
values of kT /q can be used to determine the values of > from the
calculated values of qE-A/kT_. The ion mobility coefficient was
r-
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calculated and is plotted in Fig. V-5 as a function of Er/po without a
correction (at the present time) for the non-uniformity of the electric
field. This correction will be calculated in the next section. The longi-
tudinal diffusion coefficient is plotted in Fig. V-6. From the values of X
and the gas density, the cross-sections Q are calculated (fromlngQ = 1)
and are shown in Fig. V-7 as a function of Er/P 0 and in Fig. V-8 as a
function of E ) .
Although the values of for the ions ranged from 0.26 cm to
1.3 cm and were not very small compared to the radius (2.75 cm) of
the plasma, the concept of ion mobility can still be applied. This is so
because the charge transfer limited mobility requires only one collision
rather than the many collisions needed for regular mobility flow.
In the range of ion energy about 1 electron volt, the cross-
section increases with ion energy and is many times the cross-section
-16 2of 8.29 x 1016 cm for Hg-Hg interactions which was obtained from
viscosity ( 6 0 ) and x-ray (61 ) measurements. Very little data are
available for scattering of low energy Hg ions in the parent gas. However,
data available for other ions in the parent gas indicate that as the ion
energy decreases, the cross-section increases up to a point and then
(62)decreases as the ion energy continues to decrease . In this experi-
-16 2
ment the cross-section varied from 39 to 116 x 10 cm for the case
where the correction for the nonuniform electric field was not yet made.
(63)Massey and Burhop give an approximate theoretical maximum value
of 5 x 10 14 cm for the charge transfer cross-section. Sena(6 4 57)
calculated a value of Q X 5.3 x 10- 1 5 cm 2 for Hg ions of 1.6 ev energy
(56)in mercury vapor from the data given by Kingdon and Lawton . Palyukh
* uncorrected for non-uniform rield
+ Corrected for uniform field
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and Sena(65) report values of the charge transfer cross-section for high
energy Hg ions in mercury vapor. Their results give a charge transfer
-14 2 -14 2(at the extremes) of 1. I x 10 cm for 37 volt ions and 0.71 x 10 cm
(66)for ions with an energy of about 1, 000 volts. Varney gives values of
Q from drift velocity measurements of ions in the parent gas and reports
values of 54, 65, 134, 157 and 192 x 106 cm2 for He, Ne, A, Kr and
Xe respectively.
In view of the agreement of the present results with the limited
data given by others for the cross-section of mercury ions in mercury,
it can be seen that the results of this experiment are of value, parti-
o·li~clnfEl:arr ctnon4 tw h A-4r -zi;_l.4 T- riS;+;rr Cho IfrWt;rsr
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easily obtained from probe measurements in a dc discharge. This
method may be applied to other gases to obtain information about the ion
mobility and diffusion coefficients and the cross-section for low energy
ions.
The ions are moving in a slightly nonuniform electric field so
that it is necessary to refine the theory of ion mobility and diffusion to
include this case. The next section will consider this correction.
E. First order theory for ion mobility and diffusion in a nonuniform
strong electrid field
If the ions are moving in a strong nonuniform electric field
which has an appreciable change in a mean free path, it is n'ecessary
to take this into account in the calculation of the cross-section and the
mobility and diffusion coefficients. The electric field will be expressed
in the first order form as
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_: E -(-,)* (V-39)
where E is the value of E at the end of the free path. The time average
ion velocity v is equal to s/1r. It is desired to express W' as a function
of s, E and dE/dx. Since the ions are assumed to start from rest, the
time of flight r is equal to
Jo
6- 
OlX1V. -_ '(ksy , (V-40)
where the ion has passed through the potential difference (V - Vx).
From the first order expansion for the E field, is given by
----- ---
. I ',- 1= Ya, For4r i )'Y4)iiece ;Y (V-41)
When this integral is evaluated in series form including terms up to
the second order, it is found that the time average velocity is given by
(V-42)
After the terms containing "s " are averaged over the distribution in "s"
(according to Eq. V-26) the following expression results for the average
ion velocity in a nonuniform strong electric field:
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This is seen to reduce to the results of the previous section when dE/dx = 0.
The values of (dE/dr)/E, can be calculated from the assumed
Bessel function electron density distribution and the Boltzmann theorem
relating the potential and density distribution. The following expression
is obtained:
. - ' (Pd -- /*(AP) ](V-44)
the quantity Xp is defined by
oh- _no( V-45)f)
' - (V-4 5 )
Equation V-38 in conjunction with Eq. V-43 gives
(V-46)
which can be solved for ~ through self-consistant convergent approxi-
mations. From these new values of -A (which have been corrected for
the nonuniform field), the cross-sections are calculated and are plotted
Mercury ions in Mercury plasma
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in Fig. V-7 as a function of E /po, and in Fig. V-8 as a function of E .
-16 2The effective corrected cross-section increased from 31 to 104 x 1016 cm
as the ion energy increased from 0.44 to 1.37 electron volts. The ion
mobility and diffusion coefficients are calculated from the corrected
and are plotted in Fig. V-5 and Fig. V-6 as a function of Er/Po, It was
found that when the corrections for the diffusion flow and the nonuniform
electric field were made, the ion velocity due to the field only can be
described by
=i. ',4
which is in good agreement with the value of Yl/2 3. 2 x 103 implied by
the reported results of Kingdon and Lawton( 56 ).
The accuracy of the results of this chapter is contingent on the
validity of the assumed Bessel density distribution for the electrons and
ions. Since the mobility and diffusion coefficients are dependent on the
field, the next order of refinement involves the determination of the
density distribution for the case of a variable ambipolar diffusion '
coefficient. This involves the numerical solution of a set of second
order nonlinear differential equations, which cannot be made dimensionless
because of the axial field parameter Ez . This problem will be left for
S.. A.... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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VI. Electron Energy Distribution Function and Probe Measurements
A. Depletion of the high energy electrons and comparison with the
Druyvesteyn distribution
It has been established in this experiment and in others(1 5' 32)
that there is a definite depletion from a M-B distribution for the high
energy electrons in the low pressure mercury arc. This depletion can
be seen in the typical experimental retarding potential plots given in
chapter III. The depletion cannot be completely ascribed to incorrect
extrapolation of the ion current component. The discrepancy between
the probe current expected for a M-B distribution and the measured
electron current is about equal to the ion current itself and would
require that the actual ion current be larger than the measured ion
current by about a factor of 2 to remove the depletion. On the other
hand a depletion of high energy electrons is expected because of the
various electron energy loss mechanisms.
Loss of electron energy through elastic collisions will lead
the electron energy distribution towards a Druyvesteyn type distri-
bution and will thus result in a depletion of high energy electrons.
In addition, the inelastic collsions (which have an energy threshold)
will result in a loss of high energy electrons alone. There is also a
preferential loss of high energy electrons which have enough velocity
to overcome the retarding potential of the negative wall.
The Druyvesteyn distribution gives a reasonable description
of the probe curve expected for the elastic collisions although inclusion
of the variation of the electron-atom cross-section with electron energy
1
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would give a better description. In accordance with the expression for
the retarding potential function obtained in chapter I, the normalized probe
curve for the D-D has been plotted in dimensionless form in Fig. VI-1
along with a dimensionless curve for a M-B distribution of the same average
energy and the same saturation current. These curves are plotted to
show a variation of over 4 orders of magnitude and therefore do not
show details for very low values of V/V. For small values of V/V,
the quantity J/J sat. is slightly above that for the M-B distribution.
This difference has a maximum value of about 0. 02 which occurs at
V/V approximately equal to 0. 2, and is so small that it is about equal
to the plotting' accuracy and is not apparent in the figure. As V/V
increases, the probe current for the D-D falls below that of the M-B
distribution. When V/VT is about 4 the probe curve for the D-D is
about 2 orders of magnitude below that for the M-B distribution.
A typical experimental curve for the central plane probe
(Tbath 2 54. 6°C, Iz 5.0 amp) has been plotted in dimensionless
form in the same figure for comparison, and it is seen that the low
energy electrons have a distribution which is M-B while the higher
energy electrons deviate towards the D-D in agreement with expectations.
It can be seen, from the values of the plasma potential Vp and
the floating potential Vf listed in Table I for each probe, that the floating
potential measured with respect to the plasma potential is proportional
to kT /q. The quantity Vf - Vp is equal to 5.32 kT_/q with a rms
deviation of 3 per cent. The depletion potential Vd measured with
respect to the plasma potential is also found to be proportional to
kT /q although not as closely. The quantity Vd - Vp is equal to 3.39
.1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
rPlane probe (center)
bath = 54 6 °Cbath
Iz = 5.0 amp.
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kT /q with an average deviation of 18 per cent. This depletion potential
Vd is defined here as the probe potential at which the retarding potential
plot for the high energy electrons begins to be depleted below the linear
part characterized by the M-B distribution. These last observations
may or may not be significant but they are included here for completeness.
It can be calculated, from the experimental values of ion
generation, that at the lower pressure about 9 per cent of the input energy
goes into the production of ions through inelastic collisions, while at the
highest pressure about 18 per cent of the input energy goes into the
production of ions. Thus a considerable fraction of the electron energy
is lost through inelastic collisions. On the other hand, according to
Klarfeld(3 ), the elastic losses in a low pressure mercury arc are
less than 1 per cent of the input energy. This implies that the inelastic
processes are more important than the elastic processes in the depletion
of the high energy electrons.
It would be of considerable interest if the distribution function
for the electrons were calculated taking into account the inelastic
collisions and the electron-electron interactions. Since the degree of
be considered in the calculation of the distribution function. Professor
Allis has made available (6 7 ) most of the analysis necessary for this
solution. The distribution function will not be determined in this
research.
-~ _ _
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B. Theory of harmonic analysis of retarding potential plots and the
effect of superimposed ac
It was shown in Chapter I that the velocity distribution for
the electrons is related to the second derivative, (with respect to the
probe potential), of the electron current to a plane probe. Numerical
or graphical differentiation is inaccurate and tedious, so that various
methods have been developed by others to increase the accuracy and
convenience of the measurements. If a small monofrequency ac signal
"A sin at" is added to the retarding potential V, the resulting probe
current density, J, may be written as a Fourier series and may also
be expanded as a power series in "A sin t". When the Fourier series
is equated to the power series and multiplied by sin nwt (or cos nut),
integration plus the orthogonality properties of the sine and cosine
functions will yield the Fourier coefficients. The complete result is
given here for the dc term, the first harmonic, and the second harmonic:
)(KS' ) < ) bas! tffl r~'
OI
lW=' U~j ·I·I-~c P(A t +1
[et
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where J(k) (V) is the k' th derivative of J(V). Note that the cos wt and
the sin Zwt terms do not appear.
Inspection of this expression indicates the various methods that
may be used to determine the second derivative. In the increase in the
dc current due to the ac signal is measured and if the amplitude "A"'
is small enough to permit the higher order terms to be neglected, this
increase is proportional to the second derivative. In the experiments of
Sloane' and MacGregor(68) and of Pringle and Farvis (2 3), this increase
is measured by balancing out the basic probe current with a constant
current source and then measuring directly the change in the dc current
when the ac signal is introduced. The disadvantage of this method is
that the drift of the arc itself results in small fluctuations in the probe
current that may be comparable to the measured increase.
The method of van Gorcum (6 4 ) eliminates the effect of the drift
by measuring only the ac component corresponding to the sind term to
obtain the first derivative. Subsequent differentiation of this result
numerically or graphically gives the second derivative. The disadvantage
of this method is, of course, the need for additional differentiation.
Another interesting method involves the measurement of the
amplitude of the cos 2t component since the leading term contains the
second derivative directly. It should be noted that this term is incorrectly
written as cos wt by Sloane and MacGregor (6 8 instead of the correct
form cos 2wt given here and originally by Landale (70 ) This error is
propagated in Loeb( 71 ) . The advantage of the second harmonic method
is that the second derivative may be measured directly with a tuned
amplifier without the extreme sensitivity to drift that is implicit in the
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incremental dc method. In addition, stray linear effects 'such as
capacitance do not affect the measurement. On the other hand, the
disadvantage of this method is that the source of the original ac voltage
"A sin wt" must have very small harmonic components.
In view of the disadvantages and limitations of these methods,
a new method is proposed for future research. A small ac signal of
frequency w2 is added to the probe voltage and the amplitude "A" of
this signal is amplitude modulated at a much lower frequency w1 by a
mechanical chopper switch. The resulting ac probe current is passed
through a low pass filter to remove the high frequency components.
It is then measured to give the amplitude of the increment in the dc
current resulting from the small ac signal without the difficulties
introduced by the drift of the arc. A synchronous mechanical or electronic
rectifier operating at a frequency wl plus an integrating circuit may be
used to reduce the effect of stray signals. The above statements may be
applied to the measurement of other nonlinear elements.
In conjunction with the discussion of the determination of the
distribution function from the probe characteristics, there are several
points worth mentioning.
The determination of the second derivative of the electron
current from the second derivative of the probe current is valid for the
range where the contribution to the second derivative by the ion current is
negligible. If the distribution function is required for the high energy
electrons, it is then necessary to use a special screened probe to separate
the electron and ion components (2 3 ). Harmonic analysis can then be
used upon the electron component to determine the distribution function.
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If the ac frequency is high enough so that the ions do not respond, then
an ordinary probe may be used without the need for separating the ion
current.
It can be shown that an upward "kink" in the retarding potential
plot does not necessarily indicate that there are more high energy
electrons than would be expected from the M-B body of the distribution
function. For the range where the electron energy distribution is M-B,
the electron current to the probe is an exponential function of qV/kT .
The dc term in the Fourier series expansion of the probe current
(Eq. VI-1) shows that when the electron current is an exponential
function of the probe potential, the dc term separates into the same
exponential term multiplied by a function of qA/kT_. Thus, the slope
as determined from a retarding potential plot is not changed as a result
of a small monofrequency ac voltage, but the probe current is increased
except above the plasma potential.
It is possible, however, for oscillations in the plasma to pro-
duce an upward "kink" in the retarding potential plot which may increase
the apparent electron temperature and may increase the apparent
number of high energy electrons. When the probe is slightly below
plasma potential the dynamic impedance across the plasma-probe region
is quite small (about 1 ohm) and only a small fraction of the ac voltage
is superimposed upon the retarding potential. As the retarding potential
is increased, the probe-plasma impedance becomes larger and comparable
with the plasma impedance and the impedance of the external circuit.
A larger fraction of the ac voltage is thus added to the regarding potential
and results in an increase in the probe current and an upward "kink."
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This upward "kink" was observed by Bailey( 7 2 ) in a low pressure mercury
arc where the oscillations were introduced inadvertently by the sheath
around a "filtering" grid placed in the positive column.
C. Experimental ratio of saturation electron and saturation ion current
and comparison with random current theory
There is a scarcity of published data for the ratio of saturation
electron current J-s to saturation ion current J+s The purpose of this
and the following sections is to give accurate experimental values for
this ratio and to compare them with the various theoretical values. A
new theory will be advanced later to explain the results.
In this research the saturation ion current J+s is defined in the
following way. As the probe is made more negative with respect to the
plasma potential, the electron current becomes smaller until the probe
current is equal to the ion current. The value of probe current where
the electron current first becomes small compared to the probe current
(about 1 per cent or less) is defined as the saturation ion current. The
probe current to a very negative probe is not a strong function of the
probe potential (about 1 per cent per volt) while the electron current is
a strong function (about iO0 per cent per 0.1 volt for a kT /q of 1 electron
volt).
The ratio J s/J +s for each probe, calculated from the basic
probe data of Table I, was broken into two groups: the planar probes
and the wire probes. For a given set of arc parameters (Tbath and Iz),
the ratios for the plane probes are in good agreement in spite of the
different locations and orientations. When averaged, there is an average
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uncertainty of 1.7 per cent in the ratios for the plane probes. Since the
three plane probes have quite different edge surroundings and yet give
almost the same saturation current ratios, it is concluded that the edge
effects are probably not very significant for the plane probes used in this
experiment. In particular, the wall probe, when it is measuring the ion
current, is almost at the same potential as the floating potential of the
nedative wall which surrounds the wall probe. As a result, the tube
wall at floating potential acts as a very large "guard ring" for the wall
probe (when it is measuring ion current) and therefore no edge effects
are expected for the wall probe measurements of the saturation ion
current. Since the disk probe has no guard ring at all and yet gives
about the same saturation current ratio as the wall probe, it is con-
cluded that the edge effects are not very large. The same is true for
the center plane probe. The average saturation current ratio for the
plane probes is plotted in Fig. VI-3 as a function of p0 .
The situation for the wire probes is more complicated because
of the different geometry. The ion collection area for the wire probe is
larger than the geometric area because of the ion sheath around the
negative probe. The values of Js/J+s for the wire probes when
averaged for each set have an average uncertainty of 0. 9 per cent
and are an average of 19 per cent below the ratios for the planar probes
at the same pressure. The theories developed in this chapter will not
be applied to the results for the wire probes.
A simple theory for the saturation electron and saturation ion
current ratio assumes that the ratio of saturation currents is equal to
the ratio of the random currents. Since the ion and electron densities
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are equal, this simple theory predicts
-Jv~s (7-At ~ j t rg(VI-2)
where the implicit assumption is made that the ions can be described by
a M-B energy distribution with a characteristic temperature T.. For
mercury ions the factor (M+/m_)1/ j is equal to 604.6. In conjunction
with the experimental ratios of J s/J+ s ranging from 284 to 395, this
requires that the ion temperature be about 4 times the electron tem-
perature which is quite improbable from consideration of the basic pro-
cesses in the plasma. In fact, the ion temperature should be very close
to the gas temperature Tg because of the much lower ion mobility and the
larger energy transfer for ion-atom collisions compared to that for
electron-gas collisions. Carrying this one step further, if it is assumed
that the ions have a characteristic temperature corresponding to random
motion, and if this ion temperature is equal to the gas temperature Tg,
the saturation current ratio J s/J+s should be given by
s r( 7- (VI-3)
This quantity (M+/m )1/2 (T /Tg)12 is plotted in Fig. VI-3 as a function
of po. It is seen that the random current model gives the wrong sense ot
variatLon of J_s/J+s with p0 and gives a value of 10 larger than experi-
mental values. At the same time, the quantity T_/Tg was calculated
and is given in Fig. VI-2 for reference.
There are two types of explanation for the discrepancy between
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the experimental data and the simple random current model. One
explanation is that the experimental value of Js does not correspond to
the collection of ions but is related to the secondary emission of electrons
from the negative probe. The other explanation is that the random current
picture for the ions is not accurate. It can be shown that for this experi-
ment the secondary processes are not able to explain the discrepancy
and thus requires the abandonment of the random current model.
The electron emission from the negative probe can result from
three fundamental processes: ion bombardment of the probe, meta-
stable atoras striking the probe and radiation striking the probe. Induced
electron emission resulting from the ion bombardment is not an acceptable
explanation because the discrepancy between the experimental data and
the simple theory would require that the ratio between the secondary
electrons and the incident ions be larger than 10 which is not reasonable
for such low energy ions. There are no experimental data available for
the secondary yield coefficient for Hg ions on tantalum or tungsten, but
for mercury ions on mercury the secondary yield coefficient is about 0. 01
for 4 kV ions(21) Experimental data for Hg metastables on Ta or W
are not available but for Hg metastables on mercury the secondary yield
is about 0. 01(36). Comparable values may be expected for the Ta and
W surfaces. If the product of the secondary yield coefficient for meta-
stable atoms and the metastable atom current to the probe is about 10
times the random ion current to the probe, the discrepancy may be
explained in this way. The same argument holds for the radiation
induced emission from the probes. 'Although it is possible that the
electron emission effects are not completely negligible, they are not
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capable of completely explaining the difference of a factor of 10 between
experiment and simple theory.
In addition, since Hagstrum(37) has shown that the secondary
yield coefficients are strongly related to the surface conditions, it is
expected that if the probe ion current contains a significant component
of secondary processes the probe ion current should depend upon the
time after the cleaning of the probe surface. Measurements of the probe
ion current were made using the expanded scale meter and the recorder.
It was found that the ion currents to the W and Ta probes remain constant
to better than 2 per cent after the probes had been cleaned by electron
bombardment. This indicates that the ion current is probably not
nrrinminonflv Pl1ftrnn cbmiQinn criirrnt n nd it lpdsr to thP intrndlilrtinn
of a more accurate theory and a better understanding of the process of
ion collection by a negative probe.
D. Simplified form of Schulz's theory for the saturation current ratio
and comparison with experiment
The assumption that the saturation ion current to the negative
probe is equal to the random ion current has been observed here and
elsewhere to be in considerable disagreement with experiment. If it
is assumed that the ions in the plasma travel with a directed velocity
towards the probe, much better agreement with experimental data can
be obtained. This directed velocity in the plasma occurs because there
is a small potential gradient in the plasma in spite of the fact that the
major part of the potential difference between the probe and the plasma
appears across the probe sheath. As early as 1929, Langmuir ( 73 ) stated
that the ions enter the sheath with a directed velocity because the influence
1
I
i
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of the negative probe extends into the plasma.
The collection of positive ions by a negative probe can be accurately
described if several reasonable assumptions are made. The case of an
infinite planar probe is considered in order to obtain an easily solvable
model. The plasma is defined as the region where the ion and electron
densities are approximately equal, while the ion sheath is defined as the
region where the ion density is much larger than the electron density.
Assume that the ions in the plasma enter the sheath with an arbitrary
energy Eo (electron volts) in the direction normal to the plane probe
and are accelerated toward the probe without appreciable collisions.
The total energy is conserved so that
M f. "'= (; + V ) (VI-4)
where Vb - V is the potential in the sheath with respect to the potential
Vb of the plasma-sheath interface. In the sheath the electron density is
small so that there is no ionization,A the ion current is constant and
(VI-5)
In the plasma the electron density is related to the plasma potential by
the Boltzmann density law
Elf icV -If (VI-6)
The potential gradient dV/dx is assumed to be continuous at the interface
and the electron and ion densities are assumed to be equal at the interface.
The last assumption that is needed may take either of two equivalent
forms. It may be assumed that at the interface
I A_ _ _ -
.4+ ./X /IAr u _ J
or one may assume that at the interface
~ik# d~X /sIvv) n
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These statements can be made from knowledge of the processes in the
plasma and the sheath and from the assumption that there is a gradual
transition from the plasma to .the sheath. In fact, it is difficult to define
exactly where the plasma ends and the sheath begins. The validity of
these assumptions will be tested by the agreement of the conclusions with
experiment.
The previous equations can be combined in the following way to
obtain the desired result. From Eq. VI-5 it is apparent that in the
sheath
,,l,+ .z 5f W i) ;-Y .f 5 (VI-lO)
From Eq. VI-6.
(VI-7)
and
(VI - 8 )
(VI-9)
· ,,l _ , = -- X
W- A~~~~X It~~~~ AX(VI-11)
Equation VI-7 shows that at the interface
*- t 2 )5 (VI- 12 )
When the logarithmic derivative of Eq. VI-4 is taken there results
(VI- 13)
When evaluated at the interface (V z Vb) and substituted in Eq. VI-12,
the previous equation gives
(VI- 14)
Since the potential gradient at the interface dV/dx is not zero, the
following result is obtained for E
/. =z, (VI- 1 5)
This implies that the plasma and the sheath adjust themselves so that the
ions enter the sheath with.a directed energy Eo which is comparable to the
random energy of the electrons, and is independent of the probe potential
thus giving a saturation effect. The ion current to the probe is then
obtained from the ion density at the interface and from the directed
velocity where the directed velocity is related to Eo by
Mt - = LIZ Fso ~(VI-16)
- --- --
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Since a potential gradient in the plasma is necessary to provide the ions
with the initial energy Eo, the density of ions at the interface is less
than the density in the plasma by a factor of about exp (qE0 /kT )-(e)l/2
from the Boltzmann density law. When combined with the random current
density for the electrons (see chapter I, these considerations lead to
the following ratio of saturation electron current to saturation ion
current:
(VI-17)
For the case of mercury ions the ratio is equal to 398. This result was
(74)given recently by Schulz and Brown through similar reasoning. It
was given even earlier in essentially the same form by Bohm, Burhop
and Massey (75)
This constant value of 398 for the saturation current ratio is
plotted in Fig. VI-3 for comparison with experiment, and it is seen
that the agreement is good particularly for the higher pressures. At
the lowest pressure, however, there is still a discrepancy since the
value given by this simple theory is larger than the experimental value
by a factor of 1.40. In addition, there is still a definite variation of
the saturation current ratio with p that should be explained.
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E. Basic theory for the prediction of the variation of the saturation
current ratio with the arc parameters
It has been shown in the preceeding section that the ions enter
the probe sheath with a directed energy E0 of from 0.5 to 1 electron
volt. This result was obtained through certain assumptions about the
matching of density gradients at the plasma-sheath interface and does
not predict any variation of saturation current ratio with respect to
the arc parameters. In this section a model will be developed which
will also consider the rate of generation of ions in the plasma and the
ion mobility limited flow of ions through the plasma towards the probe.
The validity of the assumptions can be shown by the agreement of the
results with the experimental values.
In order to obtain a solvable model, consider the one dimensional
problem of a large planar probe in a large uniform plasma. When the
probe is biassed negative with respect to the plasma potential, an ion
sheath is formed near the surface of the probe. In this ion sheath the
ion density is much larger than the electron density. Adjacent to this
ion sheath is a region of the plasma where the ion and electron densities
are about equal; but there is a potential and density gradient in the
direction.of the probe. Ions generated in this region of the plasma are
formed with very small kinetic energy and, since they are in a potential
well, they must eventually flow to the probe at a rate governed by the
rate of generation of the ions. This region of plasma is called the ion
drainage plasma. Adjacent to the ion drainage plasma is the relatively
undisturbed plasma where the ion and electron densities are equal and
where the density and potential gradients are small.
I
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A number of statements can be made which apply to all parts
of the plasma and sheath. From the conservation of charge in the steady
state, the ion particle current is related to the generation of ions by
(VI-18)
where it is assumed that the ionization is proportional to the electron
density. Poisson's equation relates the potential distribution to the
electron and ion densities as follows:I.t E = +- -) (VI-19)
Since the negative probe draws very little electron current, the electron
density in the plasma and the sheath can be related to the potential by
the Boltzmann law
,,. _ _,., / v- _ )
exD - - (VI-20)
From the above equations it is possible to obtain a differential
equation relating r+, n and n+. Consider the one dimensional form of
the divergence operator and use the following change of variable:
allv le ~**~. = a{>x (VI-21)
From Eqs. VI-18, VI-20, and VI-21, it follows that:
(VI- 22)
Equations VI-19, VI-20, and VI-21 give
-E (----) (VI-23)_(6 .
L
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When E is eliminated between Eqs. VI-22 and VI-23 the following
differential equation results:
2 t (9; ) go h e = (^ 0(VI-24)
This relates /+ n_ and n+. In order to obtain a differential equation
in '+, and n_ alone, it is necessary to eliminate n+. This can be done
if the ion velocity can be specified as a function of the potential distribution.
For the plasma in this experiment, the motion of the ions can
be described in terms of the ion mobility. Kingdon and Lawton(56) have
shown that for large values of E/p the velocity of Hg ions in mercury
is given by
Bylt , 3.2 szo I(E~Ij c^/ffC (VI-25)
In addition, the results of chapter V show that the ion velocity is given by'
At/ ('81,'.) - .3- °x ,4t° r//) aeh/f /9p. r, s (E -26)
where the correction has been made for the diffusion flow and the nonuniform
field. This formulation of mobility-limited ion flow to the probe is not
necessarily accurate since the concept of charge transfer-limited
mobility requires that the mean free path be as small as the distance
travelled. The validity of this formulation and the relative importance
of the inaccuracy will be tested by the agreement of the final results
with the experimental values of the saturation current ratio.
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Since P+ + n ,+, it is possible with the help of Eq. VI-26 to
solve for nr+ as a function of P and E to get the following:
A ae - (VI-27)
When the value of E from Eq. VI-22 is substituted, there results
, A- (d,7/p) 'yr/ 4) Y / (VI-28)
When n+ from En. VI-28 is substituted into Eq. VI-24 it leads to a non-
linear differential equation in T. and n_ which is difficult to solve.
An accurate simplification, however, can be made which makes
a solution of the problem easy. Because the ion current in the sheath
is constant(due to the much lower production of ions in the sheath), one
can solve the problem by considering the equations that apply to the flow
O.f ions in the plasma regions. Setting the ion density equal to the electron
density permits considerable simplification of the problem. When E is
eliminated from Eq. VI-22 and Eq. VI-27, and the ion density is set
equal to the electron density, the following results directly:
'L Ef_ · L (VI-29)
This is a very simple differential equation which can be evaluated in the
·Fnl1axrin n a x7 -E W
C/
-f ·Iv~ (=J_ 0 I (1)
/17. .,_
(VI-30)
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The quantity '+ is the ion current from the plasma to the sheath and it
becomes equal to the saturation ion current trs as the electron density
becomes smaller. It is seen that
(?,)7 c, * ro SN)7iz ' -J (VI-31)
so that when n /n p is small, r+ can be set equal to s. The quantity
n p is the electron density in the plasma. This gives
· C = c, . i- (VI-32)
where the constant of integration has yet to be evaluated.
From the value of r-s obtained from chapter I, it can be seen
that
I3 ?rvs) = c- t V (' /)( (V-33)
Inspection of the factor (q/kT_)12 (Vi/po) shows that as the pressure
increases the quantity J+s/J s should decrease thus implying that the
saturation current ratio J s/J+s should increase as the pressure increases.
This is in agreement with the experimental variation as can be seen from
Fig. VI-3. The factor (q/kT) 1/Z (Vi/po) decreases as the pressure
increases because the electron temperature decreases with increasing
pressure and the quantity Vy/Po is a strong exponential function of the
electron temperature. Physically this means that at the higher pressures
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there is less ionization in the ion drainage region of the plasma and
therefore the ion drainage component contributes less to the saturation
ion current at the higher pressures.
In order to obtain numerical values of Js/J+s for comparison
with the experimental values, it is necessary to evaluate the constant C2 .
When the contribution of the ion drainage plasma is small enough so that
it can be neglected, the saturation ion current should be given by Schulz's
theory so that, from Eq. VI-17, it is expected that
¢, 4=~U -A, (VI-34)
Thus the results of this analysis predict the general relation
T. (P-,J rj ix;/!'/ ~J~/r 7j/(JJ (VI-35)
which should be applicable to any discharge that satisfies the assumptions
made. The validity of the assumptions made will be verified by the
agreement of the predictions and the experimental values.
When the experimentally determined values of V i/Po, kT_/q,
and y1/2 (which are available from the tables of basic data and from
chapters IV and V) are substituted in Eq. VI-35, and the values of J s/J+s
are calculated, they are found to be in remarkable agreement with the
experimental values. The calculated values are plotted in Fig. VI-3
for comparison with the experimental values. The difference between
the theoretical values and the actual values is 3.4 per cent rms which
is comparable with the experimental uncertainties. It can be concluded
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either that the model and the assumptions are verified, or there is a
strong coincidence.
In any event, if the assumptions and model are not acceptable,
Eq. VI-35 can be proposed as an empirical expression relating the
saturation current ratio, to the ion and electron mass, the electron tem-
perature, the ionization frequency, the reduced pressure, and the
mobility coefficient for large E/Po. It would be of interest to test the
applicability of Eq. VI-35 to probe measurements in other gases.
I
I
I
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VII. Summary and Conclusions
Careful measurements have been made of the electron tem-
perature, electron density, plasma potential, and probe currents for
a set of probe measurements in the plasma of a low pressure mercury
arc. As a result of the precautions used in the measurements, the
results are accurate and reliable. Detailed analysis of the basic
data yields considerable new information about the basic processes in
the plasma.
It was shown that the actual ionization in the plasma is much'
larger (up to 45.6 times) than the direct ionization thus proving that
the ionization in the plasma is predominantly cumulative ionization.
The direct ionization was calculated for a Maxwell-Boltzmann electron
energy distribution with the aid of Nottingham's data for the probability
of direct ionization of mercury. A calculation of the effect on the direct
ionization by the electron drift energy shows that this effect is small.
The rate of production of the 63Po 1 Z excited states was calculated
from the cross-sections given by Kenty, and it was shown that the
rate of production of these excited states is larger than the ionization rate
thus demonstrating that cumulative ionization through these excited states
is possible. It was shown, with the aid of the diffusion coefficient for
Hg metastables in mercury given by Biondi, that the maximum rate of
diffusion loss (corresponding to the maximum metastable density given
by the Boltzmann law) is lower than the rate of production of the meta-
stables thus indicating that the predominant loss of metastables is the
quenching by electron collision. This implies that the density of
metastables should be relatively independent of electron density.
I
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This indicates that the cumulative production of ions should be a linear
function of electron density and not a quadratic one. The results of this
experiment confirm this since G/n _p was found to be independent of n
for a variation of n of 20 per cent.
Information was found about the electron mobility in the plasma.
The average electron density,, the axial arc current, and the axial
potential gradient gave the electron mobility. With the aid of the assumed
Bessel function density distribution, the average electron density was found
from the electron density at the center of the plasma and the electron
density at the plasma edge. It was found that the mobility could be well
represented by a velocity independent average cross-section for the slow
electron body of the distribution. The electron mobility can be described
by ,L!po(kT_/q)l/Z , 1.49 x 105 (cm2 /v sec) (mmHg) (volt)1/2 with
an rs deviation from the mean of 6 per cent. The corresponding average
-16 2cross-section is 42 x 10 cm for electrons with kT_/q ranging from
0.829 to 1.90 electron volts.
The ambipolar diffusion coefficient for an active plasma was
obtained from the ion particle current density to the wall probe, and
from the assumed Bessel function density distribution. The values
obtained give more detailed information about Da for a mercury plasma
than has been reported before.
The Boltzmann theorem relating the density and potential dis-
tribution permits the radial electric field to be calculated from the
assumed Bessel function density distribution. Values of the radial ion
velocity were obtained from the radial ion current to the wall probe
and from the ion density measures at the plasma edge. Thus the ion
velocity v was obtained as a function of E /Po and could be expressed
in the form
I
1 03.
A/r Q7/ /0( fV/f) cm/3 fv *1 7'r-'
or
,,At - M 17 #toftl/L i/,- I/%
This indicates that the energy gained by the ion in one mean free path
(EA) is large compared. to the random energy.
With the aid of a specially developed theory for the mobility
and diffusion flow of ions in a strong field it was possible to calculate
the mobility and longitudinal diffusion coefficients as well as the cross-
section for slow Hg ions in mercury vapor. Since the ions are moving
in a slightly nonuniform . electric field, it was necessary to
consider this nonuniformity. A first order theory was therefore
developed for the mobility and diffusion coefficients in a strong
nonuniform electric field. The mobility and diffusion coefficients and
cross-sections were recalculated with this correction. The effect
was small and resulted in a reduction for the cross-section of only
19 per cent on the average. The corrected cross-section for the
-16 2
mercury ions was found to increase from 31 to 104 x 10 cm as
E x increased from 0.44 to 1.37 electron volts. The methods and
theories developed in this research may be used for the measurement
of cross-sections for low energy ions in other gases.
The ion velocity corrected for the diffusion flow and the non-
uniform field was calculated. It was found that this ion velocity could
1/2be described as proportional to (Er/Po) with the average constant
of proportionality equal to 3.05 x 103 cm/sec per (v/cm mm Hg) 1/
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with a rms deviation from the average of 19 per cent.
The retarding potential plots for the electrons were found to be
intermediate between that for a Maxwell-Boltzmann and for a Druyvesteyn
distribution. For the arc under consideration it was found that the de-
pletion potential (the potential at which the depletion of high energy
electrons started), measured with respect to the plasma potential, is
approximately equal to 3.4 kT_/q on the average. The same is true
for the floating.potential except that the numerical factor is 5.32.
The ratio of saturation electron current to saturation ion
current was investigated both experimentally and theoretically. It
was established that the ratios for the plane probes increase with po
In order to predict the observed variation of the saturation ration with
the arc parameters, a model for ion collection by a negative planar
probe has been proposed. This model includes the drainage of ions
generated in the plasma near the probe. When combined with the
Schulz theory for the saturation current ratio, this ion drainage theory
gives values for the saturation current ratio which are in very good
agreement with the experimental values.
Various new experimental techniques were developed to increase
the accuracy and convenience of the measurements. The retarding
potential was accurately supplied by a specially designed low impedance
voltage source which features a high degree of negative feedback. The
partial pressure of residual gases was kept in the 10 to 10- 7 mm Hg
range and was measured while the arc was in operation in the water
bath. The probe surface was automatically cleaned by electron
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bombardment before each probe current reading in order to keep the
probe work-function constant. A new method was developed to permit
the change of probe work-function to be directly recorded, and may
prove useful in future experiments.
i
Basic Probe Data
I+4 kT_/q
ma volts
0.375
0.400
0.202
0.370
0.108
0.189
0.466
0.255
0.465
0.120
0.238
0.570
0.317
0.550
0.149
0.288
0.490
0.530
0.271
0.512
0.119
0.250
0.652
0.355
0.660
0.125
0.303
0.790
0.430
0.445
0.815
0.149
0.365
0.970
0.568
1.04
0.193
0.445
1.28
0.698
1.31
0.192
0.560
1.73
0.908
1.83
0.223
0.748
1.91
1.92
1.91
1.93
1.96
1.74
1.65
1.59
1.67
1.60
1.46
1.63
1.63
1.63
1.56
1.41
1.42
1.44
1.36
1.40
1.40
1.23
1.14
1.29
1.14
1.05
1.18
1.07
1.17
1.23
1.11
1.04
1.09
1.09
1.20
1.06
0.994
1.07
0.929
1.01
0.906
0.855
0.906
0.818
0.891
0.825
0.785
0.828
Vp
volts
2.58
2.68
4.37
5.30
5.10
4.87
3.35
5.38
6.25
6.17
5.87
3.46
5.34
6*33
6.25
5.97
4.04
4.10
6.21
7.22
6.99
6.74
5.05
7.00
8.41
8.20
7.48
5.20
7.30
7.09
8.57
8.36
7.65
5.17
7011
8.49
8.36
7.51
5.61
7.64
8.88
8.68
7.97
5.74
7.71
8.84
8.79
7.97
Vf
volts
13.13
13.28
13.98
14.46
14.35
14.10
12.87
13.98
14.77
14.42
13.97
12.85
13.98
14.82
14.38
13.91
12.27
12.30
13.86
14.84
14.52
13.88
11002
13.20
14.30
13.87
13.14
11.06
13.15
13.22
14.39
14.03
13.24
11.08
13.18
14.22
13.86
13.10
10.55
12.77
13.63
13.43
12.71
10.27
12.47
13.37
13.06
12.41
per m3xlO1 7
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1.10
1.10
1.02
0.590
0.560
1.47
1.60
1.49
0.761
0.774
1.88
2.03
1.88
0.963
1.00
1.88
1.95
2.09
1.99
0.909
0.984
2.88
2.90
3.04
1.10
3.67
3.88
3.87
3.89
1.37
1.72
4.67
5.03
4.91
1.78
2.22
6.87
6.96
7.10
2.13
3.04
10.6
10.1
11.1
2.73
4.39
i'I
Table I
Tb
C
I
z
amp.
25.1 5.0
30.0 5.0
30.0 6.0
35.0 5.0
45.1 4.0
45.1 5.0
45.1 6.0
54.6 5.0
62.6 5.0
Probe
wire(a)
wire(a)
center
wire(c)
wall
disk
wire(a)
center
wire(c)
wall
disk
wire(a)
center
wire(c)
wall
disk
wire(a)
wire(a)
center
wire(c)
wall
disk
wire(a)
center
wire(c)
wall
disk
wire(a)
center
center
wire(c)
wall
disk
wire(a)
center
wire(c)
wall
disk
wire(a)
center
wire(c)
wall
disk
wire(a)
center
wire(c)
wall
disk
I
-S
ma
86.5
92.8
56.0
86.4
30.3
55.4
115
73.9
117
35.3
70.2
146
95.3
146
44.2
89.0
136
142
89.3
143
39.5
81.9
187
121
197
41.3
108
231
154
158
250
51.4
135
297
202
308
65.0
173
403
256
411
72.4
217
584
351
614
88.7
300
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Ion Generation in the Plasma
Set nw./no_ .n/nO_ Jw(Vf) Gtotal /PO
x 10 1 5 (direct)
amp./m2 (#/ec./cm3 (#/ec.)/mm
1 (total)
v i(direct)
A 0.554
G 0.502
H 0.499
B 0.460
I 0.374
C 0.358
F 0.364
D 0.306
E 0.257
1027 x10 7
4.41 x106
4.00 x106
1.50 x106
3.55 xlO5
2.60 xl05
1.87 xlO5
3.27 x104
9.08 x103
iii
iI
Table III
0O767
0.738
0.737
0.715
0.666
0.657
0.660
0.626
0.597
7.52
8.54
10.5
8.25
8.83
10.6
1397
13.7
15.8
3.43
3.89
4.79
3.76
4.02
4.82
6.21
6.21
7.20
1.71
2.76
2.86
4.21
6.80
8.42
11.4
26.2
45.6
Electron Mobility and Electron Drift Energy
Set Jz
x10- 3
amp./m
A 2.12
G 2.12
H 2.54
B 2.12
I 1.69
C 2.12
F 2.54
D 2.11
E 2.11
vz Po/,.
x10- 5 xlO15
m/s (cm/4T/cm)mm
1.62
1.18
1.12
0.936
0.541
0.525
0.492
0.302
0.208
1.17
1.16
1.14
1.26
1.37
1.37
1.34
1.53
1.84
I
Table IV
<v.>
VZvz
5.68
7.16
7.52
8.38
13.3
13.5
14.2
21.3
29.3
Vz
kT_/q
0.0395
0.0248
0.0225
0.0182
0.00719
0.00700
0.00636
0.00282
0.00149
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Glossary
a acceleration of ion, p. 68
A amplitude of small ac signal, p. 81
C1 constant of integration, p. 97
C2 constant of integration, p. 98
Da ambipolar diffusion coefficient, p. 39
Dm diffusion coefficient for metastables, p. 52
D+ ion diffusion coefficient, p. 38
D electron diffusion coefficient, p. 38
Dl1 longitudinal ion diffusion coefficient, p. 72
eo permittivity in rationalized MKS units, p. 33
Eo directed energy of ion in electron volts, p. 34
Er radial electric field (evaluated at plasma edge), p. 65
Ez axial electric field, p. 29
E9 electric field at end of free path for ion, p. 75
f(v) density of electrons in phase space, p. 2
fo(v) spherically symmetric part of the distribution function, p. 3
g statistical weight of a state, p. 52
G total ionization in ions generated per second per unit volume, p. 36
G' total ionization averaged over the cross-section of the plasma, p. 37
ip current to the probe, p. 1
P
i electron current to probe, p. 2
ie ion current to probe, p. 25
.
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Iv current in vertical arm of discharge, p. 9
Iz axial arc current in horizontal arm of discharge, p. 9
Is saturation electron current, p. 27
Jz axial current density in horizontal plasma averaged over the plasma
averaged.over the plasma cross-section, (same as z ) p. 57;
J electron current density, p. 26
J-s saturation electron current density, p. 3
Jts saturation ion current density, p. 85
J+w(Vf) ion current density to floating wall probe, F. 36
O WBessel function of the first kind, p. 43
J1 Bessel function of the first kind, p. 45
k Boltzmann's constant, p. 2
K thermal conductivity of pyrex, p. 30
mn mass of electron, p. 2
M+ mass of ion, p. 68
ng density of mercury atoms, p. 49
nm density of metastable atoms, p. 52
n_ electron density in number per unit volume, p. 1
n+ ion density in number per unit volume, p. 1
n_ electron density averaged over a cross-section of the cylindrical plasma
p. 45
no electron density at the center of the plasma, p. 45
n w electron density at the edge of the plasma, p. 45
p vapor pressure of mercury, p. 30
Po reduced pressure, p. 31
probability of collision in number per unit length, p. 59
probability of ionization in number per unit length, p. 48
magnitude of electron charge, p. 2
differential scattering cross-section, p. 59
collision coss-section, p. 59
cross-section for ionization, p. 49
cross-section for momentum transfer, p. 59
effective cross-section, p. 47
->B) cross-section for the production of species B from species A, p. 46
radius of the plasma, p. 33
radius of the wall, p. 30
inner radius of pyrex wall (same as rw), p. 30
outer radius of pyrex wall, p. 30
thickness of ion sheath on Wall, p. 33
radial location of zero of electron distribution, p. 43
distance of flight of ion, p. 68
saturation factor for the j'th state:-- ratio of the density of the state to the
maximum density given by the Boltzmann theorem, p. 54
Spenke function, p. 44
temperature of water bath, p. 29
temperature of mercury vapor, p. 31
electron temperature in degrees K, p. 1
"temperature of ions", p. 87
temperature drop in the pyrex wall, p. 30
temperature jump from the mercury vapor to wall, p. 31
L
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Pc
Pi
q
q(O)
QC
Qm
Qo
Q(A
rp
rW
rl
r2
Ar
Ro
Ss
S
Tb
Tg
T_
T+
AT
ST
vVfvf
Vx
Vz.
vrms
v
Vc
Vdf
V.
.·E VP
VT
Vz
V
V.
vej
x
YO
magnitude of velocity vector, p. 3
terminal velocity of ion at end of flight, p. 68
minimum velocity required to overcome retarding potential, p. 2
velocity in the "'x" direction, p. 2
axial drift velocity of electrons, p. 57
root mean square velocity of electrons, p. 6
ion velocity in the radial direction (+w n+ v+), p. 65
time average velocity, p. 67
drift velocity of electrons, p. 49
electron velocity averaged over the distribution function, p. 3
retarding potential of the probe with respect to the plasma potential, p. 2
potential of the collector (probe), p. 26
potential at which the depletion of high energy electrons starts, p. 80
floating potential of probe, p. 79
ionization potential, p. 48
plasma potential, p. 27
voltage equivalent of T (equal to kT_/q), p. 46
axial drift energy of electrons, p. 58
average energy in electron volts, p. 79
drift energy of electrons in electron volts, p. 49
threshold energy in electron volts, p. 46
threshold energy for the j'th state, p. 54
2.405 r/R (evaluated at the plasma edge where xp = 2.405 rp/Rp) p. 45
0. 7397 V/V, p. 5
Y/2 ratio of average ion velocity to (E/po)l/ p. 77
r-I 113.
'i
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ac persistence of velocity, p. 68
r(k) complete gamma function, p. 5
1r'w ion particle current density to the wall, p. 42
7i+ particle current density of ions, p. 38
particle current density of electrons, p. 38
-g mean free path of the mercury atoms, p. 31
' r mean free path for the mercury ions, p. 69
c mean free path for collisions, p. 59
mean free path for momentum transfer, p. 58
P a ambipolar mobility coefficient, p. 64
p mobility coefficient for electrons, p. 38
)+ mobility coefficient for ions, p. 38
9 accommodation coefficient for mercury atoms on pyrex, p. 31
f" time of flight, p. 68
vi ionization frequency in number per electron per second, p. 43
hA change of work-function, p. 17
I
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Lkaslc etarding Potential Data
Tihe following 4 pages of data which represent the
original measurements for 43 retarding poteantial lots are
ot a necessary part of this thesis but are inTi-ud eed at the
request of Professors W. P. Allis, S . rown, and '. B.
:;ttinighazm. The significant quantities hich were calculated
from the data for use in this thesis are listed in tables
I and II. These qualtities include the electron temperature,
the electron density, the plasma potential, and the saturation
electron and ion currents for each probe.
The current to the probe was -measured as a function of the
probe potential V, where this potential is measured with
respect to the anode In the horizontal arm of the dischargo
tube. Since there is a small voltage drop in the probe crrent
wneter, the probe potential V, must be increased according to
the following:
50 rmilivolts full scale for the 100 to 1000 miliampere range,
50 -ralivolts full scale for the 10 to 100 miliaapere range,
O0 millvol ts full scale for th.e 1 to O ailiampere range,
50 mil volts f'll sale for the 0.1 to 1 miliamoere range,
and milivolts full scale for the 0 to 0.1 ulliacere rane.
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